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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, infrastructures are of strategical importance for allowing com-
munication between countries. Owing to its usefulness, the design and the
maintenance of bridges, streets and tunnels, which represent the network, be-
come a fundamental issue.
In order to investigate the behaviour of infrastructures under different loads,
such as gravity, seismic phenomena, thermal differences, and so on, appears
essential a comprehensive experimental campaign on scaled and full-scale
specimens. In particular, in order to guarantee the safety of citizens, the seis-
mic response of infrastructures under an earthquake requires a careful evalua-
tion of the level of damage of structural elements.
In this thesis, typical case studies are considered, such as a concrete tunnel
lining and a composite steel-concrete bridge.
In the first part of the thesis, a typical concrete tunnel lining is analysed.
In order to investigate the inelastic behaviour of a concrete circular tunnel, sev-
eral tests were performed. In greater detail, the best Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
package configuration was obtained by means of monotonic and cyclic tests on
substructures. Based on these results, the resulting suitable configuration in a
full-scale tunnel test was used to measure deformations with high accuracy.
Cyclic test on the full-scale tunnel provided data on the damage of reinforcing
concrete and the developing of plastic hinges. With the aim of providing infor-
mation on the structural safety of a tunnel after an earthquake, a damage index
was calculated. In this respect, a nonlinear fiber F.E. model in the OpenSEES
environmental was developed. This model calculated the stress in terms of
bending moment in concrete sections with the use of experimental curvatures
measured by FBGs system. Finally, the damage evolution in the concrete tun-
ii
nel was reported and commented.
In the second part of this thesis, a composite steel-concrete short-medium
span bridge is treated. The innovation was the application of the PEER Performance-
Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) to this type of bridge. Moreover, the
use of the Hot-rolled (HRS) steel to manufacture I-girder beams has become
an innovation in civil infrastructures in Europe, as much as the use of transver-
sal concrete cross-beams (CCBs) to connect spans. With reference to the haz-
ard selected, a suitable case study was chosen. With the aim of understanding
the most critical and stressed parts of the case study, preliminary elastic shell
and stick models were developed. After the identification of interesting parts,
half-scale subassembly specimens were designed and built. Several quasi-
static tests, both monotonic and cyclic, were carried out with the objective of
exploring global and local mechanisms in the section owing to low-cycle fatigue
phenomena. To detect damage in the connection detail, a refined F.E. model in
ABAQUS was developed. Fragility curve parameters of the damage’s interest
quantities were obtained by fitting experimental and numerical data by means
of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method. The results and the numerical
model could be ready for the application of the Performance-Based Earthquake
Engineering tool, in which decision variables, such as repair costs, downtime,
human life loss and lane closures, were taken into consideration in order to in-
crease the confidence in the design for both engineer and owner’s viewpoint.
iii
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The damage evolution in infrastructures subjected to low-cycle fatigue phenom-
ena is a relevant issue that afflicts both new and existing infrastructures in
seismic countries. The correct evaluation of this quantity assumes a large im-
portance due to economic and social consequences that the closure or/and
the reconstruction of damaged infrastructures implicate. Moreover, the lack
of knowledges of the seismic behaviour of critical detail connections requests
a particular attention in both design and realization of components. Hence,
experimental tests and numerical simulations can bridge this gap. However,
mechanical and geometrical characteristics, as well as the response behaviour
of the infrastructure, should be considered as stochastic values and treated by
means of probabilistic approaches. In this light, it appears clear that also the
damage should be calculated as a random variable.
The aim of this work is to understand the non-linear behaviour of compo-
nents and subsystems of infrastructures, and to quantify the damage and re-
lated costs.
In this respect, two case studies are proposed and analysed. In greater
2
detail, the damage evolution of a concrete tunnel was monitored with a Fiber
Bragg Grating (FBG) system by means of a damage index. Instead, in the
second case study the damage measure, part of Performance-Based Earth-
quake Engineering (PBEE) approach, was calculated for a steel-concrete short-
medium spam bridge by means of fragility functions for all damage states and
for each relevant engineering demand parameter.
1.1 Objective of the thesis
This thesis is divided in two parts:
1. in the first part, the seismic behaviour of a concrete tunnel is analysed. In
particular, a benchmark tunnel was adopted as case study, and stresses
imposed from the ground to the concrete tunnel lining were computed. In
order to quantify deformations in critical concrete sections, an experimen-
tal campaign on substructures and on a full-scale specimen has been
conceived. The aim of these tests was to investigate the capability of
the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) system to capture the inelastic behaviour
of concrete sections subjected to low-cycle fatigue. In this view, mono-
tonic and cyclic tests on substructure specimens that reproduce the plas-
tic hinge phenomenon were used to identify the most suitable FBG con-
figuration, and to prove its feasibility to measure high deformation level.
Moreover, a cyclic test on a full-scale tunnel lining specimen showed the
actual capability of the FBG system to monitor section deformations with
reliability. In addition, in order to quantify the damage assessment of tun-
nel sections, a FE model developed in OpenSEES allowed to calculate
bending moments acting on each section by means of curvature values
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provided by the FBG strain evolution measurement. Finally, a damage
index that measures the health’s condition of the tunnel was carried out.
2. in the second part, the study of a benchmark steel-concrete bridge sub-
jected to seismic loading is reported. In particular, the attention was
focused on the connection between steel-concrete composite sections
(SCCSs) and the concrete cross-beam (CCB). Three typologies of this
detail were designed in accordance with European Standards. The seis-
mic out-of-plane behaviour of joints needed to be investigate. Thus, an
experimental campaign on subassemblies was carried out. The scaling
process, the effective dimensions of subassemblies and the test setup
were obtained by means of a preliminary FE model. Monotonic and cyclic
displacement histories were applied to specimens. In order to record
deformations, specimens were equipped with several devices, such as
linear displacement potentiometers and strain gauges. Moreover, the
damage condition of the specimen was observed during the test. The
information provided by tests allowed to quantify the damage state of
connection details. A 3D FE model of the connection was validated and
calibrated on experimental data. This model was adopted to measure lo-
cal phenomena such as stresses and deformations on the concrete slab
and on the CCB. Finally, the PBEE approach was introduced to treat the
damage measures. In order to estimate the parameters of the supposed
probability distribution function, the Method of the Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) was used. A fragility curve represents the probability of
exceedence a certain damage limit state given an engineering demand
parameter (EDP). Hence, fragility curves of more significant EDPs were
generated.
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1.2 Organization of the work
This thesis is organised in chapters as reported hereinafter:
• Chapter 1. This chapter includes the introduction and the organization of
the thesis.
• Chapter 2. This chapter introduces the two European Projects with their
peculiarities and objectives.
• Chapter 3. This chapter reports the characteristics of the benchmark
tunnel lining, the static and seismic design and the experimental test pro-
gramme.
• Chapter 4. This chapter introduces the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sys-
tem as devices to measure seismic deformations and provides several
installation configuration of the FBGs on subassembly specimens and on
a full-scale tunnel.
• Chapter 5. This chapter presents the experimental campaign on sub-
assemblies and on full scale specimen subjected to monotonic and cyclic
imposed displacement history. A numerical model, calibrated against
experimental deformation read by FBGs system, allows to estimate the
damage of the tunnel by means of a damage index.
• Chapter 6. This chapter introduces the benchmark steel-concrete com-
posite bridge. The design and the verification of three different joint de-
tails between the steel-concrete section and the concrete-cross beam are
described in detail.
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• Chapter 7. This chapter investigates the out-of-plane behaviour of de-
signed connection details subjected to monotonic and cyclic displace-
ment testing protocols. Moreover, the residual vertical capacity of the
damaged specimen is carried out.
• Chapter 8. This chapter shows the capability of a FE model of specimens
to capture global and local behaviour, such as damage and other relevant
stress and deformation.
• Chapter 9. This chapter introduces the PBEE methodology to assess the
damage. In particular, fragility curves parameters of the most representa-
tive EDP are estimated by means of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation
method. The related repair actions and associated unit costs are pro-
vided.





THE MONICO AND THE SEQBRI PROJECTS
2.1 The MONICO project
MONICO is a project funded by the European Union within the 7th research
programme framework. The main objective of MONICO project is to ensure
the safety of seismic-vulnerable tunnel cross-sections or sections where very
high standards of safety are required, by developing a decision support system
(DSS) that relies on information provided by fiber optic sensors; the information
then allowing real-time assessment of the structural reliability of the tunnel lin-
ing (Loupos et al., 2011). The DSS is developed by incorporating two structural
modules: the Expert System (ES) and the Data Base (DB). The former acts as
a controlling interface between the user and the system, and coordinates the
other modules. The user can estimate the actual structural condition at the
monitored parts of the tunnel cross-sections as well as the overall structural
condition of the cross-section. Moreover, by means of the DS module, the user
can examine the trends of strain and structural condition of the monitored sec-
tions and of the entire tunnel lining, under the effects of past earthquakes. The
DSS provides real-time warning of abnormal situations and allows the end-user
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to examine different scenarios for hypothetical situations. In detail, to ensure
the safety of vulnerable tunnel cross-sections, fiber optic sensors providing a
real-time remote deformation sensing capability are integrated with software
that collects and processes data and assesses the structural reliability of the
lining. The fiber optic sensors record deformations in 8 locations of the tunnel
cross-section. These deformations are then converted to strains, curvatures,
deflections, stresses, bending moments, and axial forces, which are monitored
so that they do not exceed limit values. Thus, local ductility of the monitored
sections under operating loads is assessed deterministically and stochastically
by varying the material properties represented by mean and standard devia-
tion. Based on local damage indices after a seismic event, the global structural
condition of the tunnel is stochastically estimated through the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation (MCS) method (Hammersley and Handscomb, 1975), where the Latin
hypercube sampling (LHS) method is selected in order to reduce the comput-
ing effort (Iman and Conover, 1980). In detail, a nonlinear FE model of the
tunnel is developed a priori with material and geometrical properties, that is the
stress-strain and moment-curvature relationships that represent the stochastic
variables. Then, a spectrum-compatible reference seismic input representative
of the site is applied to the tunnel FE model and a series of dynamic nonlinear
analyses are performed by varying material and geometrical properties. In this
way, the extrapolation of the damage indices to other critical cross-sections is
possible as well as the estimate of the structural reliability of each section of
the tunnel by means of a First-Order Reliability Method (FORM) (Ditlevsen and
Madsen, 1996).
The monitoring of concrete structures by means of FBG fibers is widely em-
ployed (Rodrigues et al., 2010; Habel and Krebber, 2011; Wu and Adewuyi,
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2011), measuring cracking, displacement, vibration control, and other param-
eters. A common range for such reinforced concrete structures found in litera-
ture is ±1000 to ±5000 µε (Majumder et al., 2008; Kerrouche et al., 2009). The
novelty hereinafter is the assessment of FBG sensor capabilities in monitoring
the inelastic response of a tunnel lining, when subjected to seismic loads, in
full-scale tests. Moderate to strong seismic events can entail high inelastic cur-
vature demand on concrete members, the bending associated with yield of the
reinforcement steel. In this study, the target strain range was set to ±10000 µε
(1%), to be measured by FBG sensors for ductile concrete sections.
2.2 The SEQBRI project
The main objective of the European SEQBRI project is to explore the appli-
cability of the next generation (full-probabilistic) PBEE approach in order to de-
sign short-medium span SCC I-girder bridges (Cazzador et al., 2015). Owing
to its improved mechanical characteristics, such as tensile resistance, tough-
ness, ductility, weldability and wear resistance, the high performance fine grain
steel for hot-rolled members was investigated. In particular, the attention is
focussed on the use of HRSS beams in SSC bridges with transversal CCBs,
through the investigation of the seismic response of different joint connections
between CCB and HRSS beams both for longitudinal and transversal seismic
loading. Several SCC bridges were conceived in the project with three different
total lengths: 96.20 m, 40.00 m and 193.60 m. For all of them the connection
between spans was assured by a transversal CCB. Both the conceptual de-
sign and response of each bridge was carried out within the PBEE framework,
where four variables are involved. In particular, it is considered:
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• Intensity Measure (IM), which represents a measure of the ground mo-
tion intensity. Several IM variables are available, such as Peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA), Spectral Acceleration at fundamental period (Sa(T)),
etc.;
• Engineering Demand Parameter (EDP), which describes the structural
response in term of global and local parameters such as deformation,
forces, etc.;
• Damage Measure (DM), which identifies the most relevant structural dam-
age conditions;
• Decision Variable (DV), which transforms the damage conditions into use-
ful quantities for the risk management process decision.
The application of the PBEE methodology entails, under the requirements ex-
pressed in Yang et al. (2009), the evaluation of the mean annual rate λ of DV
exceeding the threshold of dv as follows:
λ(DV > dv) =
∫∫∫
G(DV |DM)|dG(DM|EDP)||dG(EDP|IM)||dλ(IM)| (2.1)
where G(•) represents the complimentary cumulative distribution function of
the considered variables.
It is evident that Equation 2.1 encompasses four components of performance
assessment and it requires a fully probabilistic approach. Specifically, the quan-
tification of λ(IM) requires a site hazard analysis, usually performed by a Prob-
abilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA), G(EDP|IM) needs a response anal-
ysis, usually performed by using numerical techniques (e.g. IDA), G(DM|EDP)
requires a damage analysis often based on experimentation, whilst G(DV |DM)
requires loss analysis (Günay and Mosalam, 2013).
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND VERIFICATION OF THE TUNNEL LINING CASE STUDY
3.1 Seismic design of a metro tunnel lining
3.1.1 Tunnel features and soil characteristics
The first case study analysed is an actual tunnel lining located in Rome.
The geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the tunnel, as well as the
soil are summarised in Table 3.1. With reference to NTC2008 (Ministero delle
Infrastrutture, 2008), seismic actions at the Life Safe Limit State (LSLS) and
at the Collapse Prevention Limit State (CPLS) were considered. For LSLS, a
design reference peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.16 g, i.e. that associ-
ated with the type A ground (rock), was adopted. Moreover, due to strategic
relevance of the infrastructure, an importance factor IV entailing a reference life
of 200 years and a return period of 1898 years was assumed. This induced a
PGA in a type D ground (deposits of loose-to-medium cohesion-less soil, S =
1.752) of 0.28 g; thus, the peak ground particle velocity Vs = 0.319 m/s was
obtained. After that, Equation 3.1 was used to calculate the effective shear
wave propagation velocity, equal to 125.1 m/s; with Gs was indicated the shear
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Table 3.1: Geometrical and mechanical characteristics for the benchmark tunnel
Description Symbol Value Unit
Outside diameter D 4.80 m
Lining thickness t 0.20 m
Deep tunnel axis Hs 20 m
Height of water Hw 5 m
Elastic modulus of concrete tunnel lining El 31.4 GPa
Poisson’s modulus of concrete tunnel lining νl 0.20 -
Elastic modulus of soil Es 84 MPa
Poisson’s modulus of soil νs 0.49 -
Density of soil ρs 1800 kg/m3
modulus of the soil. Finally, the maximum soil shear strain, equal to 0.26%,










For CPLS, a reference period of 200 years was adopted. Hence, the return pe-
riod and the PGA increased to 2475 years and 0.30 g, respectively. The PGA
values corresponding to LSLS and CPLS are typical of moderate/high seismic
areas in Europe (ESD, http://www.isesd.hi.is/ESDLocal/frameset.htm).
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3.1.2 Determination of stresses
In accordance with Penzien and Wu (1998), the response of the unboth-
ered ground subjected to an earthquake can be in the transversal direction of
the tunnel. This involves an ovalization of the section of the circular tunnel.
This phenomenon was estimated by means of Penzien and Wu (1998) theory.
On the bases of both deep tunnel and homogeneous soil assumptions, this
approach provides lining stresses owing to:
1. the self-weight of the soil;
2. the overload;
3. the seismic deformation.
The main hypotheses of this method are the following two. Firstly, the assump-
tion that no soil deformation occurs as a consequence of the tunnel boring
method, and secondly, the condition of full slip between soil and tunnel. Thus,
the variation in the diameter D of the circular tunnel is proportional to the varia-
tion of the hole in free-field condition. Penzien and Wu (1998) theory allows to
calculate the dilational- and shear-type variation of the diameter due to Equa-
tion 3.3, Equation 3.4, and Equation 3.5 for the self-weight of the soil, the over-
load and the seismic action, respectively.
∆dl,sw =
σ¯1R(1 + K0,sw )(1 + νs)
Es(1 + αd )
+
2uR2(1 − ν2l )αd
ElAl(1 + αd )
∆sl,sw =
σ¯1R(1 − K0,sw )(1 + νs )(3 − 4νs)





2polR(1 + K0,ol )(1 − ν2s )
Es(1 + αd )
∆sl,ol =
4polR(1 − K0,ol )(1 − ν2s )




4Rγc (1 − ν2s )








where R denotes the radius, σ¯1 the effective stress; K0,sw and K0,ol the lateral
earth pressure coefficient for the self-weight and for the overload; respectively;
u the water pressure; γc the shear deformation; Al the unit length cross-section;
and pol the overload (in this case assumed to be equal to 2 kN/m2). Moreover,
in order to take into account soil-lining interaction stiffness, two adimensional
coefficients αd and αsns were defined as follows:
αd =
ElAl(1 + νs)
REs(1 − ν2l )
αsns =
3El Il (1 + νs)(5 − 6νs )
R3Es(1− ν2l )
(3.6)
The inward diameter change owing to radial (∆d1) and to shear-type stresses
(∆s1) was evaluated as a function of the above reported coefficients and soil
characteristic parameters for each loading condition. Once ∆d1 and ∆s1 were
determined, thrust, bending moment, and shear effects were evaluated with















Table 3.2: Maximum and minimum characteristic value of internal actions based on
Penzien and Wu’s theory
Action Load Case Unit Soil weight Overload Seismic action Overall
Maximum Bending moment kNm/m 35.08 0.03 49.28 84.38
Thrust force kN/m -676.67 -4.65 41.07 -640.25
Shear action kN/m 28.79 0.02 40.44 69.25
Minimum Bending moment kNm/m -35.08 -0.03 -49.28 -84.38
Thrust force kN/m -735.13 -4.70 -41.07 -780.89
Shear action kN/m -28.79 -0.02 -40.44 -69.25
Vl(θ) = −
3El Il∆s1
R3(1 − ν2l )
cos(2θ) (3.9)
Between the seismic propagation direction and the seismic action exists a
phase angle of 45◦. Due to the circular shape and to the fact of being under
static loading conditions, overall stresses are equivalent to an almost uniform
compression load with limited bending and shear stresses. The overall stress
state derives from the combination of the aforementioned three basic loads.
The contribution caused by tension and shear stresses is calculated, and as
a consequence, internal forces are evaluated. In particular, the maximum and
minimum force values are shown in Table 3.2. Moreover, in agreement with
Szechy (1970), Figure 3.1 shows the typical configuration of distribution of in-
ternal forces.
Figure 3.1(b) shows the bending moment distribution obtained using the
Penzien and Wu (1998) relationships. Its sinusoidal shape exhibits a low gradi-
ent around the maximum and minimum moment: in fact, the maximum moment
amplitude (∆M/Mmax ) varies less than 15% over 1 m along the circular tunnel
16
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Figure 3.1: (a) Thrust action, and (b) bending moment estimated by means of Penzien
and Wu (1998) relationships
lining. In order to reproduce this behaviour, a pure bending test on the appro-
priate substructure appeared to be the most suitable solution.
3.2 Test specimens
In order to investigate the behaviour of the concrete section under cyclic
loads, an experimental campaign on relevant subassemblies and full-scale
specimens became necessary. First of all, a design verification for both static
and seismic LSLS combinations was provided by means of a M-N diagram, as
shown in Figure 3.2(a). With reference to the benchmark tunnel, a 200 mm
x 1000 mm concrete cross-section with (7+7) Φ 16 mm reinforcement bars
was adopted. The concrete and the reinforcing steel were characterised by
C25/30 and B450C material properties, respectively. Moreover, Figure 3.2(b)
illustrates the moment-curvature diagram of the section associated with the
maximum and minimum thrust. As expected, compression stresses increase
17
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N = 640 kN
N = 781 kN
χcr(N=640) = 0.0027 1/m
Mcr(N=640) = 25.8 kNm
χcr(N=781) = 0.0033 1/m
Mcr(N=781) = 30.8 kNm
χpl(N=640) = 0.0301 1/m
Mpl(N=640) = 101.8 kNm
χpl(N=781) = 0.0323 1/m
Mpl(N=781) = 107.8 kNm
χ
u
(N=640) = 0.0466 1/m
M
u
(N=640) = 103.2 kNm
χ
u
(N=781) = 0.0425 1/m
M
u
(N=781) = 109.0 kNm
(b)
Figure 3.2: Transversal section of the specimen: (a) M-N diagram relevant to static
and seismic LSLS actions, and (b) moment-curvature diagram relevant to maximum
and minimum thrust action estimated by Penzien and Wu (1998) relationships.
section strength but decrease ductility.
3.2.1 Substructure specimens
The aim of substructure tests was twofold: i) to characterise the moment ca-
pacity and the plastic rotation of concrete sections, and ii) to select adequate
packaging for FBG sensors for the full-scale test. Due to the fact that maximum
bending moment remains constant over 1 m length on tunnel lining, a four-point
bending test on subassemblies was planned. In fact, this configuration is able
to provide a uniform bending moment on section. In order to understand the
effective distance between the two points of the load’s application, some con-
siderations are carried out.
The favourable seismic behaviour of an infrastructure is characterised by the
capacity of its section to dissipate inelastic energy. Locations where this dis-
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sipation occurs are called plastic hinges. With reference to Williams and Sex-
smith (1995) and Bursi and Ferrario (2003), the damage index Di is strictly
connected to the plastic hinge length lpl . The length value can be calculated by
means of the Nilson and Winter (1986) and OPCM 3274 (2003) relationships,
i.e. Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.11, respectively.
lpl = 0.5d + 0.05z = 165 mm (3.10)
where d is the effective depth of the cross-section and z is the distance from
the critical section of the plastic hinge to the point of contraflexure.
lpl = 0.1Lv + 0.17h + 0.24
dbl fy√
fc
= 480 mm (3.11)
where Lv is the shear span, h defines the height of the section, dbl is the
average diameter of longitudinal rebars, fy defines the yield strength of the re-
inforcement steel, and fc is the concrete compression strength.
With reference to the above-mentioned considerations, the selected span for
the uniform bending moment adopted was equal to 400 mm, namely a value
between the limits calculated with Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.11. This type
of test provided both flexural ductility and the strength characteristics without
considering any shear effect. The cross-section specimen and the load scheme
are shown in Figure 3.3. Each specimen had cross-section 1000 mm x 200 mm
and length 3000 mm.
3.2.2 Full-scale specimen
With regard to the benchmark case study, a full-scale specimen of the tun-
nel lining was extracted. The geometry of the circular tunnel was characterised




Figure 3.3: (a) Cross-section specimen and relevant experimental strain distribution
owing to the design earthquake, (b) actual four-points loading setup, and (c) four-points




Figure 3.4: (a) Plan and lateral views (dimensions are in cm), and (b) actual full-scale
specimen setup.
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In order to reproduce the stress configuration due to seismic actions, that were
obtained from Penzien and Wu (1998); Hashash et al. (2001, 2005), and thus
the ovalization of the tunnel section, two electro-hydraulic actuators were lo-
cated orthogonally to one another. Figure 3.4 shows the configuration of the
setup for the full-scale specimen. In fact, in this case, the worst case for the
structural safety of a lining occurs when seismic waves propagate at an angle
of 45◦. This happens due to the fact that seismic action maxima, in this case,
sum up with the static load maxima. Hence the maximum moment was reached
at 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦. The axial force was applied by steel ties carried
by a system of cylindrical bearings. Detailed study on a F.E. model shows that
this configuration is the most efficient solution as to friction losses.
In order to emulate loads derived from the ground and additional loads, three
24 mm high-tensile steel cables pre-stressed with two hollow jacks of capacity
1000 kN each, provided a force of 600 kN to the full-scale specimen. The same
force was used for substructure tests. The cable tension was transferred to the
ring by means of vertical steel rollers, as depicted in Figure 3.4.
3.3 Test programme and load protocols
The experimental campaign was split into three parts:
1. tests on materials;
2. tests on substructures;
3. test on a full-scale specimen of a tunnel lining.
Tests on materials were carried out to characterize their mechanical properties.
Table 3.3 reports the procedure used for each test of type (2) and (3).
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Table 3.3: Test programme and fibre combinations adopted in different tests
Specimen Test Testing procedure Test acronym Note about fibres
Substructure 1 Monotonic SSM1 No fibres
2 Cyclic ECCS SSC1 No fibres
3 Cyclic ECCS SSC2 Internal bonded and unbonded FBGs
4 Cyclic ECCS SSC3 External unbonded FBGs
5 Cyclic ECCS SSC4 Internal and external unbonded FBGs
6 Cyclic ECCS SSC5 External unbonded Brillouin fibres
Tunnel lining 7 Cyclic ECCS TLC1 FBGs with various configurations
3.3.1 Test typology applied to substructures and the full-scale speci-
men
With reference to the test typologies applied to the substructures, both
monotonic and cyclic tests were performed. In order to achieve force-displacement
response and information concerning ductility, the monotonic test with imposed
displacement control history was performed. Cyclic tests were imposed on the
basis of the outcomes of this monotonic test. The load protocol for cyclic tests
was created with reference to the procedure suggested by the European Con-
vention of Constructional Steelwork (ECCS, 1986). Although this protocol was
designed for steel structures, it was adopted in absence of a specific cyclic test
procedure for concrete structures. The monotonic test provided the yielding
parameter δy, i.e. the elastic-plastic transition of the cross-section behaviour.
Hence, the cyclic loading history was defined as a series of cycles in displace-
ment control, which were increased proportionally to the δy value, as shown in
Figure 3.5.
In detail, the monotonic test on the substructure provided deflection ay δy = 19
mm. Moreover, the complete collapse of the beam was achieved at a displa-
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cement of 60 mm, entailing significant loss in stiffness and strength. Hence, a
maximum displacement of 4δy = 76 mm was adopted for the cyclic tests.
Finally, loads were applied in two phases in both monotonic and cyclic tests: i)
initial axial specimen pre-stressed with Dywidag rods, and ii) vertical displace-
ment by means of a hydraulic actuator.
With reference to the test typologies applied to the full-scale specimen, due
to the fact that only one full-scale specimen was available, a cyclic test with
ECCS (1986) loading history was performed. The yield displacement of the
ring was δyring = 60 mm. This value was estimated from results provided by
the monotonic test and numerical simulations of the entire ring.




OPTICAL FIBERS AND THEIR PACKAGING
4.1 Introduction
Due to their relatively high strain resolution, multiplexing capability, low costs
and virtually insensitivity to fluctuations in source power, narrowband fiber Bragg
gratings (FBGs) have attracted considerable attention among optical fiber sen-
sor technologies (Pozzi et al., 2008).
A FBG reflects a wavelength of light that shifts in response to variations in tem-
perature and/or strain. Figure 4.1 shows several components that constituted
the fiber section. FBGs are constructed by using holographic interference or
a phase mask to expose a short length of photosensitive fiber to a periodic
distribution of light intensity. The refractive index of the fiber is permanently
altered according to the intensity of light it is exposed to. The resulting periodic
variation in the refractive index is called a fiber Bragg grating, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2.
The main advantages to use the FBG technologies are reported below:
• can measure very high strain levels (> 10000 µm/m) and are therefore
very well suited to high stressed composite constructions;
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Figure 4.1: Cross-section of a FBG optical sensor
• show excellent long-term stability under mechanical fatigue conditions,
making them perfectly suited for long-term conditions monitoring;
• are immune to electromagnetic interference (even lightening interference);
• are intrinsically passive (no electrical power required) and therefore can
be positioned in high-voltage and potentially explosive atmosphere areas;
• can become read out over large distances, without the need of amplifica-
tion means under way (> 20 km);
• due to the nature of the glass, FBGs show a good corrosion resistance.
An FBG-based system generally includes a broadband source (light emission
device), a set of optical fibers with pre-written Bragg grating sensors and an
Interrogation Unit with an optical spectrum analyser (Zonta et al., 2007).
4.1.1 Theory of the FBG
The FBG sensor is based on a periodic modulation of the index of refraction
of the fiber core along the longitudinal direction (Werneck et al., 2013). The law
that expresses the physical phenomenon inside the fiber is a simplification of
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Figure 4.2: Mode of operation of a FBG optical sensor
the Bragg’s law:
λB = 2neffΛ (4.1)
where λB is the Bragg wavelength, neff is the effective refractive index of the
fiber, and Λ is the periodicity of the grating. With reference to (4.1), it is possi-
ble calculate the sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength with respect to strain and
temperature. The sensitivity to strain is the partial derivative of Equation 4.1



















The first term of Equation 4.3 is the strain of the grating period due to the
expansion of the fiber and it is equal to 1. The second term of the Equation 4.3
is the photo-elastic coefficient ρe , i.e. the variation of the index of refraction
with strain. The sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength displacement to strain is
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the combination of both phenomena:
∆λB
λB
= (1− ρe) εz (4.4)
where εz is the longitudinal strain of the grating. The sensitivity to temperature



















The first term of Equation 4.6 is the thermal expansion of the silica α. The
second term of the Equation 4.6 is the thermo-optic coefficient η, i.e. the tem-
perature dependence of the refractive index. The sensitivity of the Bragg wave-
length displacement with temperature is the combination of both phenomena:
∆λB
λB
= (α + η)∆T (4.7)
The total sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength with strain and temperature is the
sum of Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.7:
∆λB
λB
= (1− ρe) εz + (α + η)∆T (4.8)
4.1.2 Temperature compensation
In order to measure only the strain with a FBG, a compensation of the vari-
ation of the local temperature is needed. A smart way to take into account this
phenomenon is to put into the same fiber-optic device two FBGs: the fist one
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measuring strain and temperature, whilst the second one only the temperature,





= (1 − ρe)∆ε + (α + η)∆T
∆λB2
λB2
= + (α + η)∆T
(4.9)
After some algebraic manipulations, the resolution of the system provides the
(4.10), i.e. the real strain of the FBG1 as measured by ∆λB1, compensated
against temperature variation measured by ∆λB2. The temperature of the sen-









where GF and TK are parameters of the sensors:
Kε1 = (1− ρe)λB1 = GFλB1
KT1 = (α + η)λB1 = TKλB1
KT2 = (α + η)λB2 = TKλB2
4.2 FBG packaging
In order to investigate the capability of the FBG to capture the inelastic be-
haviour of the tunnel lining subjected to moderate/high seismic loading, and to
achieve the best FBG configuration, an experimental campaign on substruc-
tures and on a full-scale specimen was carried out. In particular, three types of
configurations were explored:
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Figure 4.3: Spectral distribution of strain FBG sensors in the 75-nm wavelength
window. The sensor wavelengths were λ1 = 1.529 nm, λ2 = 1.553 nm, and λ3 = 1.577
nm
1. FBG sensors attached to reinforcement bars, bonded in concrete;
2. FBG sensors attached to reinforcement bars, unbonded in concrete;
3. FBG sensors externally mounted on metal holders welded to reinforce-
ment bars through access holes left during casting.
The glue attached the sensors to the groove on rebar pieces, and contempo-
rary, protected them from the concrete. As demonstrated in Her and Huang
(2011), at higher strain levels acrylate coating presented problems when em-
bedded in or bonded to concrete material. In order to avoid this issue, acrylate
coating and a 900 µm tubing were used only for external fibers.
The seismic demand of the tunnel entailed a maximum rebar deformation of
εs,inf = 0.109, as shown in Figure 3.3(a). That means, a value of at least ±1%
in terms of strain was adopted as target. In fact, this strain demand can be
achieved with a FBG system that monitored the section damage evolution as-
sociated to the development of a plastic hinge and a minimum strain ductility of
10.
With reference to the system design, the following criteria had been pursued.
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Figure 4.4: Deformed configuration of a reinforced concrete element subjected to
bending
Since a maximum strain of 10000 µε (1% deformation) was the target demand
and that 3 nm of strain corresponded to a 0.25% deformation, a 12 nm of wave-
length shift strain was adopted. Rao (1997) suggests to assume the typical
FBG strain sensitivity equal to 1.2 pm/µε. Due to the fact that seismic loads
could deforme the fiber both in tension and in compression range, the space
between the Bragg wavelengths was doubled. Thus, 24 nm of bandwidth per
sensor was allocated. The number of sensors that can be applied on a FBG
array depends on its wavelength shift. The interrogation unit had a nominal
wave length range of 75 nm, i.e. its spectral limit was between 1515 and 1590
nm. Hence, only three sensors were applied on a single line, as depicted
in Figure 4.3. Moreover, the wavelength spacing of the temperature sensors
was between ±1 and ±2 nm, that allowed to measure temperature changes
of over ±100◦C. Seismic excitations stresses the concrete section. When
the corresponding deformation reached the tensile strain limit of the concrete,
cracks developing with a certain spacing interval, typically several centimetres,
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Figure 4.5: Inclinometers, horizontal displacement strain and vertical displacement
transducers configuration for substructure tests (dimension are in mm)
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as shown in Figure 4.4. In this configuration, the reinforcement bars undergo
plastic deformation only in correspondence with cracked zones, whilst between
two cracks the linear elastic regime can be observed. The base length of the
FBG is very short and, consequently, the probability that a sensor spans a crack
is very small. Thus, the possibility of measuring local phenomena instead of
effective deformation of the section could jeopardize the measure reliability. In
order to avoid that issue, the unbonded sensor solution was realised. In detail,
the strain measurement was obtained as an average over a long measurement
base. Moreover, the long-gauge sensor was not influenced by local material
discontinuities and inclusions. For the unbonded sensor solution, fiber pre-
strain was needed and the value ranged from 0.76% to 0.88%.
The expected average sr ,avg and maximum sr ,max spacing of cracks in the rein-
forcing concrete section were calculated in accordance with CEN (2005a), and
were assumed to be equal to 110 mm and 180 mm, respectively. The external
FBG sensors were mounted by welding two steel plates to the rebar cage at a
distance larger than sr ,max . The installation of external FBG fibers was thought
to be convenient when building the tunnel. The installation can be easily done
after completion of the tunnel and replacement would be straightforward in the
case of a fault.
In order to verify the reliability and accuracy of FBG sensors, several tradi-
tional devices such as potentiometers (Linear Variable Differential Transform-
ers, LVDTs), strain gauge displacement transducers, inclinometers, and strain
gauges were used to monitor the response of specimens during tests, as
shown in Figure 4.5.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) Fiber optic sensor stirrup, and (b) position of the FBGs in the groove.
4.2.1 Fiber packages in substructure tests
In order to understand the actual behaviour of FBG systems and, thus, to
provide their the best configuration for the full-scale test, several FBG configu-
rations on subassemblies specimens were investigated. Table 3.3 shows the
test programme and the packaging configuration for each test. In particular,
internal fibers were precast in the concrete.
Where the plastic hinge developed, the packaging of FBGs were glued to the
longitudinal reinforcing steel. Two smart stirrups with sensors were adopted for
the SSC2 test, as illustrated in Figure 4.6(a). In detail, this was an unbonded
solution, where fibers were fixed in the 3-mm groove with a shore D 96 epoxy
resin on two 10x10 mm steel bars. In order to protect the fibers, the groove was
filled with silicone. Each bar contained two strain sensors and one temperature
sensor, that allowed the correction of strain readings, as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
The fiber sensors were installed in two manners: i) sensors were completely
fixed to the steel, strain values had been read on a short length (5 mm), this
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Figure 4.7: Plan view, section view and picture before casting of the SSC2 fiber
configuration
configuration was assumed for three out of four bars; and ii) in order to provide
an average value of strain on the whole bar length and to prevent the tension-
stiffening effect, the bond between sensors and steel bars was impeded. More-
over, fibers were pre-stressed. The configuration of this solution is illustrated in
Figure 4.7.
This system detected the variation of temperature and strain as follows:
Tt = T0 +
1000
(















where TK and GF are characteristic sensor constants, as reported in Sec-
tion 4.1.2; λWLT0 and λ
WL
ε0 are the reference wavelength values of temperature
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Table 4.1: Constants and reference values for the fiber optic sensor in the Stirrup 1
Stirrup 1 Constant Sensor Reference wavelength (nm)
CH1
GF = 0.78 S1 1540.006
TK = 9.8 pm/K S2 1555.008
T0 = 25.786 ◦C T 1565.034
CH2
GF = 0.78 S1 1539.891
TK = 9.8 pm/K S2 1555.024
T0 = 25.786 ◦C T 1565.034
(nm) and strain (nm), respectively; λWLT ,t and λWLε,t are the values at time t of
temperature (nm) and strain (nm), respectively; T0 is the reference value of
temperature (◦C). Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show values assumed for the Stir-
rup 1 and 2, respectively. In order to overcome issues highlighted in the SSC2
test configuration, a new FBG configuration was explored in the SSC3 speci-
Table 4.2: Constants and reference values for the fiber optic sensor in the Stirrup 2
Stirrup 2 Constant Sensor Reference wavelength (nm)
CH1
GF = 0.78 S1 1565.197
TK = 9.8 pm/K S2 1555.330
T0 = 27.724 ◦C T 1540.384
CH2
GF = 0.78 S1 1539.842
TK = 9.8 pm/K S2 1554.950
T0 = 28.845 ◦C T 1565.352
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: (a) Plan view, section view and picture after casting of the SSC3 fiber
configuration, and (b) plan view, section view and picture before casting of the SSC4
fiber configuration
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Table 4.3: TLC1 test: strain and temperature fiber sensors
N◦ sensor Description
2 gauges 1 strain + 1 temp. sensor (inner and outer of Sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8)
4 gauges 3 strain + 1 temp. sensor (inner and outer of Sections 2 and 6)
Total 40 24 strain sensors + 16 temp. sensors
men, as depicted in Figure 4.8(a). In detail, the fiber was externally installed at
the level of longitudinal rebars with a prestraining of 0.82 %.
Figure 4.8(b) shows the installed FBG system on the SSC4 test. In this case,
the specimen was equipped with two types of FBG: i) external to the concrete,
and ii) embedded in the concrete. The last configuration was achieved by pro-
tecting the unbonded length with flexible material-foam with water protection or
silicone. The fiber prestraining was 0.84%.
4.2.2 Fiber packages in the full-scale test
The substructure tests provided the optimal fiber packaging, that was em-
ployed in the full-scale test. The best configuration was that with both internal
and external unbonded FBG solution, and it will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Nevertheless, in order to collect the potentiality of all FBG packages, the tun-
nel specimen was also equipped with bonded fibers. The comprehensive FBG
installed in the full-scale specimen is presented in Figure 4.9. The sensors
were positioned symmetrically at 8 points both of the inner (in) and of the outer
(out) section of the tunnel lining, as shown in Figure 4.10. The total number
of FBG sensors was based on the interrogation unit capabilities. In correspon-
dence of the inner side of the tunnel and actuator load footprints, additional
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Figure 4.9: TLC1 test: details of fiber sensors used at different sections of the tunnel
lining (dimensions are in mm)
FBGs were inserted in two sections. In fact, plastic hinges developed in these
areas. Finally, the complete FBG configuration consisted in 40 sensors, as
summarised in Table 4.3. When acquiring data from fibers the target resolution
was selected as high as 1 µε and a maximum sampling rate of about 50 sam-
ples/sec was ideal for reproducing even the most rapid expected oscillations of
a civil structure during an earthquake. The specimen was also instrumented
with 16 + 4 standard displacement transducers and 6 load cells.
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of fiber sensors along the inner and outer tunnel lining
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN TEST RESULTS AND DAMAGE
EVALUATION
5.1 Test results on substructures
In order to experimentally evaluate the behaviour of the tested section, a
monotonic test on the concrete section (namely SSM1) was carried out. The
rotation at the elastic limit was approximatively of 10 mrad, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.1(a). Thus, the yielding displacement was determined following the SAC
(1997) protocol, and it was assumed to be equal to δy = 19 mm. This value was
used as the reference parameter to calibrate the displacement history for cyclic
tests in the ECCS (1986) procedure. The corresponding moment-curvature re-
lationship, with a trilinear approximation of the section capacity and the relevant
seismic demand were depicted in Figure 5.1(b).
With reference to cyclic tests, all substructure specimens were instrumented
with standard sensors, as shown in Figure 5.2. This setup allowed to establish
experimentally the plastic rotation and the curvature of the concrete section. In
detail, under the assumption of the plane section, the plastic hinge rotation and
the curvature can be calculated with Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2, respec-
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Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental moment-rotation curve, and (b) moment-curvature














Figure 5.2: Strain gauges, inclinometers, and displacement transducers setup for
substructures (dimensions are in mm)
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tively.




|εsup | + |εinf |
hvs
(5.2)
where inc0 and inc2 are values provided by inclinometers; εsup = (A3 + A1)/lref
and εinf = (A4 + A2)/lref are measured deformations over the estimated plastic
hinge length at the superior and at the inferior longitudinal rebar level, respec-
tively; A1, A2, A3 and A4 are displacements read by displacement transducers;
lref = 240 mm is the reference length; hvs = 100 mm is the distance between
superior and inferior rebar level.
The first cyclic test, namely SSC1, was carried out with the aim to explore
the actual ductility of the concrete section. Moreover, the specimen exhibited a
plastic behaviour after that the yielding displacement was exceeded. Therefore,
the choice in terms of δy appeared correct.
The capability to detect inelastic deformations with internal bonded and un-
bonded fibers was explored in the SSC2 cyclic test. Even though some asym-
metric response of the section was observed during the test, the large dissipa-
tion of the plastic energy emphasised the positive hysteretic behaviour of the
section. In order to highlighted this attitude, experimental moment-rotation and
moment-curvature curves are reported in Figure 5.3. As a results, this cross-
section was suitable for seismic applications. With reference to the data pro-
vided by the FBG system configuration, some consideration can be drawn from
Figure 5.4(a). FBG sensors measured a reduction in terms of strain magnitude
after the first cycle at 2δy . Both bonded and unbonded sensor solutions showed
the same behaviour, probably due to the detachment of the stirrups from the
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Figure 5.3: SSC2 test: (a) moment-rotation curve detected with inclinometers and (b)
moment-curvature relationship obtained from strain gauge displacement transducers
assuming plane sections
concrete at the moment of cracking. Furthermore, the deformation in com-
pression (-) was always less than that in tension (+), as cracks opened under
tension. Figure 5.4(b) shows the strain state of the cross-section provided by
the strain gauge displacement transducers, strain gauges, and bonded FBGs,
under assumptions of plane sections and perfect bond between concrete and
reinforcing steel. Moreover, plastic behaviour read by these instruments are
presented. As predicted by both displacement transducers and strain gauges,
rebars had to be in the plastic range at an amplitude of 2δy . However, for FBG
sensors the section seems to be in the elastic field given a discrepancy be-
tween the measurement base lengths. In fact, for displacement transducers
and strain gauges an average base length of 120 mm was assumed, whilst
only 5 mm base length was used for FBGs. As observed from the experimental
tests, the cracking phenomenon more likely occurred over the length of 110
mm. Thus, in this configuration the FBG system detected small local deforma-
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Figure 5.4: SSC2 test: (a) strain values provided by bonded and unbonded fiber optic
sensors located on the bottom side of the beam section, and (b) strains at the
longitudinal rebar level for the 2δy cycle with bonded fibers (dimensions are in mm)
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Figure 5.5: Unbonded internal vs.unbonded external fiber data from the bottom side of
the SSC4 test
tions due to the fact that over the 5-mm-length concrete cracking was unlikely.
In the SSC3 cyclic test, the solution with FBGs externally installed was
explored. Due to the fact that good results in terms of strains were reached,
this FBG packaging was also adopted for the SSC4 specimen. More in detail,
in the SSC4 test FBGs were installed embedded in the concrete and external
to the concrete. The performance of the external fiber package compared to
the internal one can be noted in Figure 5.5. Both solutions measured beyond
1% strain, thus they were suitable for the target strain.
The experimental campaign on substructures provided following outcomes:
1. the cross-solution used appears suitable for seismic load due to their
ductile behaviour characterized by large deformations in the plastic range
associated with high energy dissipation;
2. with reference to the SSC2 specimen, FBGs installed on a smart steel
stirrup shows the capacity to measure strains beyond a 2δy displacement
amplitude, that corresponded to only about 0.2% strain. In fact, the partial
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detachment of the fibers from the steel stirrup or the detachment of the
steel from concrete were the main causes;
3. this behaviour was avoided by means of a new package solution, that
is the external installation of fibers on steel supports, and gluing fibers
to ribbed bars of the same steel used to specimens. This solution was
adopted for both remaining substructure tests and also for full-scale tun-
nel specimen;
4. the ability of both external and internal unbonded (with a portion of ribbed
bar) package solutions to measure higher strains than the target value of
1% was achieved in the SSC4 specimen;
5. short-length strain measurements prevented an effective measurement
of mechanical cross-section behaviour. In fact, the strain field was un-
derestimated owing to measurements carried out where cracks were not
present. In this respect, external and unbonded fibers with 3 sensors in
a row provided more accurate average values.
5.2 Full-scale tunnel ring test results
Results obtained in the substructure specimens provided the most suitable
FBG packaging for the full-scale test. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show fibers
configuration. More specifically, external fibers were installed with the configu-
ration used for substructure tests. In order not to modify the global behaviour of
the reinforced concrete section, embedded fibers were installed on ribbed bars,
with a small diameter of 8 mm made of the same steel B450C used in spec-
imens. Moreover, in order to compare and monitoring the capability of FBGs
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Table 5.1: Average values of prestraining
Section #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Ave. out/in at the max. load (µm/m) -122 -119 -96 -42 -139 -52 -120 -115
Table 5.2: Maximum deformations at each instrumented section
Section #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Inner side of the ring εmax (%) 0.12 1.20 0.02 0.87 0.05 0.54 0.18 0.63
Outer side of the ring εmax (%) 0.05 0.46 0.01 0.59 0.02 0.21 0.03 0.50
and their measurement quality, conventional sensors were also used during the
test.
In order to simulate the effect of confining soil, the full-scale tunnel speci-
men was pre-stressed by means of steel tendons. Strain results on the Section
#2 were shown in Figure 5.6(a), whilst the average strain at each section can
be read in Table 5.1.
The data acquired from the embedded FBG fibers were less disturbed than
data read by external FBG fibers located in sections without plastic hinges, i.e.
Sections #1, #3, #5, and #7, as observed in Figure 5.6(b) and Figure 5.7.
The failure boundary in these figures represents the moment in time at which
the first section of the tunnel failed, that is Section #8. Maximum deformation
values for each instrumented section can be found in Table 5.2. As expected,
fibers measured greater deformation in Sections #2, #4, #6, and #8, where
plastic hinges formed. In detail, external FBG fibers approached a maximum
value of about 0.6% in Section #8, whereas a maximum value of 1.2% was
observed at Section #2. Temperature data, provided by the FBG fibers in the
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Figure 5.6: Test on tunnel lining (TLC1): (a) strains owing to the pre-stressing of the
ring section, Sec. #2 in., and (b) comparison between internal bonded FBG fiber data
and standard displacements sensors during the cyclic test, Sec. #2 out.
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Figure 5.7: TLC1 test, during the ECCS phase: (a) external unbonded FBG fiber data
in Sec. #1, and (b) internal unbonded FBG fiber data in Sec. #6 in.
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Sections #2 in, #2 out, #3 in, #3 out, #4 in, #4 out, #6 in, and #6 out, indicated
temperature variations between 19.05 and 21.51◦C. The variation of about 2◦C
in a 4-hour test was consistent with conditions.
5.3 Damage index and damage evaluation
All the information in terms of deformation read by FBGs and traditional
sensor devices are converted in strains, curvatures, stresses and then in bend-
ing moments and axial forces. The local ductility of monitored sections under
operating loads can be assessed deterministically and stochastically by vary-
ing the material properties represented by the mean and standard deviation.
Moreover, in order to detect the local damage at specific monitored locations,
an energy-based damage index (Chai et al., 1995) based on the widely known
damage model developed by Park and Ang (1985) was applied to the substruc-









where χm is the maximum response curvature; χum defines the maximum cur-
vature under a monotonic loading; My is the yield moment of the section; β∗
represents a strength deterioration parameter characterizing the damage con-
tribution owing to cumulative plastic strain energy; Eh and Ehm are the plastic
strain energy per unit length dissipated by the section, that is
∫
Mdχ, during the
earthquake-cyclic loading-and during a monotonic loading, respectively. Possi-
bly, χum, Ehm, and My can be experimentally estimated. Three damage index
limits were imposed, according to Bairaktaris et al. (1998):









































Figure 5.8: Damage limit domain of concrete section with parameter β∗ estimation
plastic hinges form;
2. D1 ≤ D ≤ D2, where D2 = Eu2/Eu, that sets the formation of the first
plastic hinge in a concrete section;
3. D2 ≤ D ≤ 1 that corresponds to failure of a concrete cross-section.
In detail, energy terms can be calculated as follows:
Eu1 = 0.75Myχy
Eu2 = Eu1 + 0.5(My + Mr )(χr − χy )
(5.4)
where My and χy are the bending moment at yielding of rebars and the corre-
sponding curvature, respectively; Mr and χr are the maximum resisting bend-
ing moment and the corresponding curvature, respectively; Eu is the available
internal energy, equal to the area of the hysteretic envelope. The evaluation
of the degradation parameter β∗ and the relevant damage index thresholds D1
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: (a) Concrete 01 - Kent-Scott-Park concrete model, and (b) Steel 02 -
Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto steel model after McKenna et al. (2000)
and D2 were obtained by means of the experimental data resulting from both
monotonic and cyclic tests. Specifically, the damage limit domain for the sec-
tion of Figure 3.3(a) was determined through linear interpolation of experimen-
tal failure value, namely where D = 1, as shown in Figure 5.8. The value of β∗ =
0.02 was obtained. With reference to threshold values, Equation 5.4 allowed to
calculate energy terms Eu1 = 1.14 kJ/m, Eu2 = 6.83 kJ/m, and Eu = 8.38 kJ/m,
and thus the damage index thresholds D1 = 0.14 and D2 = 0.85. The results
provided by FBGs and other devices installed on tunnel specimen allowed to
quantify curvature values, under the assumption of plane sections. The bend-
ing moment for each section was calculated by means of the F.E. OpenSees
software (McKenna et al., 2000). OpenSees, the Open System for Earthquake
Engineering Simulation, is an object-oriented, software framework created at
the NSF-sponsored Pacific Earthquake Engineering (PEER) Center. It allows
users to create finite element applications for simulating the response of struc-






























Figure 5.10: TLC1 test: section damage evolution, during the ECCS phase
More in detail, a Zero-length element with a fiber discretization of the cross-
section was adopted in the model. Standard constitutive models for concrete
and structural steel were provided by software. With reference to the concrete
material, the Concrete 01 model was adopted both for confined and unconfined
concrete section, as depicted in Figure 5.9(a), but with different mechanical pa-
rameters. Steel 02 model was instead used to characterise the mechanical
behaviour of the reinforcing steel, as shown in Figure 5.9(b). The mechanical
parameters, that obtained from a mechanical characterisation in the laboratory,
were considered deterministic due to the fact that only one test was conducted
on full-scale specimen. The experimental curvature measured was thus ap-
plied to the section. Hence, the model provided corresponding estimated bend-
ing moments acting on each section. The damage evolution can be evaluated
by means of Equation 5.3. Finally, the damage evolution of each section and
the two damage thresholds D1 and D2 are shown in Figure 5.10. As confirmed
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from experimental results highlighted in both Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, the first
section that reached the damage failure thresholds D2 was Section #8. The out-
comes emphasise the capability and the reliability of the model to predict the
failure of the tunnel lining.
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN AND VERIFICATION OF THE BRIDGE CASE STUDY
6.1 Definition and description of the case study CS #2.1.1
The second case study analysed is a typical highway overpass designed
according to Eurocodes (CEN, 2005a, 2012b, 2006). The structural solution
is a steel-concrete composite I-girders. In detail, the bridge is composed of
two simply supported spans. Each spans is 20 m long, for a total length of 40
m. The road cross-section is 10.60 m wide, with a central carriageway 6.50 m
wide and two sidewalks 2.05 wide, as shown in Figure 6.1. Four main I-girders
HE600B sections, made of hot-rolled S460M steel and separated by 2.65 m
distance, support the concrete slab. This component is 0.25 m thick and com-
posed by C35/45 concrete and B450C reinforcing steel; the former and steel
I-girders are full rigidly connected by means of Nelson stud connectors welded
on the top steel flange. The connection between steel-concrete composite sec-
tion (SCCS) girders of the two spans is guaranteed by a reinforced concrete
cross-beam (CCB). The CCBs are 0.60 m and 0.90 m wide in correspondence
of abutments and on the intermediate pier, respectively. The deck is simply
supported by six normal bearings and such bearing configuration is shown in
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Figure 6.1(a). These device are designed in accordance to CEN (2006). The
deck is fixed to the pier and a transversal movement is allowed by a unidirec-
tional bearing, whilst a couple of free and longitudinal sliding bearings on the
abutments permits the deck expansion in both directions. With this configura-
tion, the bridge allows for the seismic movement of the deck and minimizes
reaction forces both on the deck and abutments. As a result, the pier can un-
dergo plastic deformations whilst the abutments remain in the linear regime.
The pier is 7.00 m high, characterise by a 0.60x7.00 m rectangular transversal
section. A deep foundation for the intermediate pier is chosen, due to the fact
that it has a limited influence on the bridge’s response. In order to minimize the
construction phases of the steel-concrete composite deck, a procedure based
on one-step pouring, typically used for small bridges, is adopted.
6.2 3D FE model and preliminary analysis of the bridge
In order to calculate the stress distribution on the bridge owing to static
and seismic loads, a 3D numerical model has been developed by using the
commercial software SAP2000 (Computer and Structures, 2002), as shown
in Figure 6.2. In the numerical analysis, it was taken into account the actual
sequence of the construction phases, and hence which elements were active
(steel girders only for the first step, steel girders supporting themselves and
fresh concrete in the second step, and composite steel-concrete cross-section
in the third step) and the effective elastic modulus of the concrete (short- and
long-term loading). The total structural response of the bridge was given by
the sum of each step. Table 6.1 summarises mechanical properties that are




Figure 6.1: (a) Longitudinal and (b) transversal views of the case study CS #2.1.1
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Figure 6.2: 3D modelling of the bridge case study CS #2.1.1
2012a).
The numerical model was essentially composed by a combination of three
types of elements: frame, shell and body. Steel main girders, CCBs and the
intermediate concrete pier were modelled through frame elements, whilst the
concrete slab was assumed as a shell element. In order to perform a rigid
connection between the concrete slab and steel girders without any slip, the
connection system was modelled with body constraints. The two sidewalks
and the asphalt layer were inserted by mean of vertical loads. The boundary
conditions imposed by the bearing system were simply modelled by adding re-
straints on the abutments, while local constrains were introduced between the
intermediate CCB and pier cap. As mentioned before, in order to extract useful
and manageable results, the concrete pier was modelled with frame element.
The pier was also assumed to be fully fixed to the foundation. Moreover, the
cracked stiffness change of the SCCS have to be taken into account in the nu-
merical model. A length of 0.15L , where L is the span length, at each side of the
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Table 6.1: Mechanical properties for the bridge model
Material Type fy (MPa) E (MPa) ν (-)
Structural steel S460M 460 200000 0.3
Reinforcing stel B450C 450 200000 0.3
Concrete C35/45 35 34077 0.2







intermediate support was considered as cracked concrete zone (CEN, 2012b).
Thus, the cracked analysis were performed on the bridge. In accordance with
CEN (2002), the USL combination were adopted to obtain force and stress val-
ues in structural elements. Table 6.2 shows maximum values in terms of force,
moment and stress of the most stressed steel-concrete composite beam at the
intermediate support.
In order to understand the behaviour of the bridge subjected to a seis-
mic loading, a modal analysis with design elastic spectra was achieved (CEN,
2006). A far field spectrum type 1 and a peak ground acceleration (PGA) equal
to 0.25g were adopted. The class B was selected for soil characteristics. In
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Table 6.3: Participant masses and periods for 13th and 14 modes of the bridge










(s) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)
13 0.067 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.87 0.23 0.67
14 0.062 0.00 0.57 0.00 0.87 0.79 0.67







detail, the seismic analysis was performed only in out-of-plane direction, i.e.
along the y-axis. The fundamental period of the bridge was T1 = 0.89 sec
(in longitudinal direction, i.e. x-axis), while in transversal direction (i.e. y-axis)
there were two main eigenmodes, which excited 78.4% of the total mass of the
bridge. Table 6.3 shows these periods and eigenmodes.
In order to maximise seismic effects to the bridge, the CQC loading com-
bination was adopted. Table 6.4 shows maximum values in terms of force,
moment and stress of the most stressed steel-concrete composite beam at the
intermediate support due to seismic loading in out-of-plane direction. In detail,
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stress values were referred to the top and bottom layer of longitudinal reinforc-
ing steel in the concrete slab.
6.3 Design and verification of the CCB detail to static and seismic
loading
The focus of this section is to design and to verify the CCB that connects
the composite steel-concrete beam spans. It is an important detail for three
reasons: i) to ensure the continuity between spans; ii) to allow the transfer of
shear forces and hogging bending moments from the deck to the substructure
of the bridge; and iii) to allow a better transversal distribution of actions from
the superstructure. Moreover, when a monolithic solution is adopted, the CCB
and the cap beam member are the same element. However, the adoption of
the CCB-detail solution involves some critical issues such as the identification
of the internal local mechanism to transfer the stress between elements and
the complexity in terms of executive feasibility.
6.3.1 Standards on the design of the CCB joint solution
The design of the CCB is described in DIN FB 104 (2009). Three types of
solutions to realize the connection between steel-concrete composite section
and CCB are reported, as shown in Figure 6.3. The design is thought only to
satisfy static load prescriptions, therefore no further information about the seis-
mic behaviour of these joints is provided. DIN FB 104 (2009) considers that
longitudinal steel beam ends with a vertical steel head plate, whilst the bottom
flange fits inside the CCB. With reference to the continuity joint, internal actions
to SCCS-CCB interface are characterised by a hogging bending moment that
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puts in tension the steel top flange, and by a shear force. Such moment could
be decomposed in a pair of actions: the tension force Z is transferred from one
side to the other by means of the concrete slab, while the compression force
D is transmitted by means of contact between bottom flanges of the Variant A
and B joint solutions, as depicted in Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.3(b), respec-
tively. Since it is difficult to maintain the alignment of bottom flanges, a steel
plate welds these elements together. The Variant C solution instead transfers
the compression force through the contact between steel head vertical plate
and CCB lateral surface, as shown in Figure 6.3(c).
In the Variant A and C, the shear force is transferred by shear studs welded on
the vertical head plate, while in Variant B these studs are welded on a protru-
sion of the steel web inside the CCB. In all typologies, in order to equilibrate the
system of forces between the tension in the concrete slab and the compression
in the bottom steel flange, studs have to grasp these additional forces.
6.3.2 Description of innovative SCCS-CCB solutions
The aforementioned CCB’s configurations present several theoretical and
constructional disadvantages. In Variant A and C, when the neutral axis of the
SCCS cuts the girder’s web, the studs near the concrete slab are subjected
to tension force. Nowadays, there are not specific standards for shear-tension
interaction law for the design of these studs. From a construction point of view,
the protrusion inside the CCB could obstruct the correct placement of the rein-
forcing and impend the pouring of the fresh concrete. Moreover, the possibility
of detection and repair of the CCB in case of failure appears very complicated.
On the basis of the DIN FB 104 (2009), three innovative types of joint solutions





Figure 6.3: Typical configurations of CCB based on DIN FB 104 (2009): (a) Variant A,
(b) Variant B, and (c) Variant C
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the configuration of the protrusion of the steel web and the bottom flange inside
the CCB. With reference to the design and verification of strut-and-tie mecha-
nisms inside the CCB, prescriptions in CEN (2005a, 2012a) are followed. For
checks on the stud system, CEN (2012b) are adopted, whilst in case of shear-
tension interaction of studs the PCI (1991) are used.
6.3.2.1 Cross-beam configuration: DIN FB 104 Var. C
The steel girder ends with a head plate in the DIN FB 104 Var.C proposal,
as shown in Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(b). The bottom flange protrudes in-
side the cross-beam for less than half the width of the concrete beam’s cross
section. Compression forces are transferred to the concrete as the flanges of
the steel girders are not connected to each other. Tension forces are instead
transferred through shear studs vertically disposed on the bottom flange pro-
trusion. The flow of forces between the concrete deck and the steel beam is
ensured by studs arranged on the girder’ s top flange. Shear studs on the head
plate transfer forces to the cross-beam.
6.3.2.2 Cross-beam configuration: DOMI1
The detail type DOMI1 was designed for cross-beams on bearings and al-
though it is similar to DIN FB 104 Var. B, some important differences need to
be pointed out, as shown in Figure 6.4(c) and Figure 6.4(d). First, the steel
girder head plates are confined at the bottom flange region. Forces are trans-
ferred through contact (compression) or through shear studs (tension) to the
CCB. Head plate thickness has to be chosen according to design force inten-





Figure 6.4: Concrete cross-beam configurations: (a) lateral and (b) top views of DIN
FB 104 Var. C solution, (c) lateral and (d) top views of the DOMI1 solution, (e) lateral
and (f) top views of the DOMI2 solution
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girder’s web extending into the cross-beam. Shear studs are arranged over the
entire area and are subjected to pure shear (designed for entire shear force).
The protrusion of the web is provided with holes for the placement of the CCB
reinforcement. This detail type is designed for bottom steel flanges in light ten-
sion or compression. Such stress states are common for short to medium span
bridges supported on bearings.
6.3.2.3 Cross-beam configuration: DOMI2
Detail type DOMI2 differs from the aforementioned DOMI1 configuration in
the bottom steel flange connection, as shown in Figure 6.4(e) and Figure 6.4(f).
While compression forces are again transferred through contact via a thick
head steel plate, tension is absorbed by four prestressed anchor bars. Shear
forces are transferred through studs arranged on both sides of the steel beam
web extension, whereas studs on the top flange transfer tensile and compres-
sion forces. This detail type is designed for bottom steel flanges where tension
forces become significant and the use of shear studs is uneconomical. Bridges
with a monolithic connection between cross-beam and pier can be subjected
to this stress state.
6.3.3 Procedure to design and verify the CCB detail
With the aim to follow a lineal process that allows to check all the compo-
nents of the joint, the procedure proposed in Chabrolin et al. (2010) has been
adopted. The flow chart given in Figure 6.5 is proposed. The actions to take
into account in the design process derive from the linear elastic FE model in
Section 6.2. In particular, the following internal actions in correspondence of
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Figure 6.5: Flow chart for the SCCS-CCB interface verification
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the intermediate support are required as input:
• VEd shear force;
• MEd hogging bending moment.
For the calculation, the following hypotheses are assumed:
1. Class of the steel section up to 3;
2. Maximum bending moment at ULS lower than resistance bending mo-
ment;
3. Linear stress distribution in correspondence to the SCCS-CCB interface;
4. Only the reinforcing steel inside the effective width of concrete flange for
shear lag beff is considered in the slab;
5. Tension resistance of the concrete can be neglected.






where za is the centre of gravity of the steel section area Aa , As,tot = As + A ′s
is the tension reinforcing in the concrete slab of beff width, and zs is the centre
of gravity of reinforcing steel section As with reference to the outer surface
of the bottom steel flange. The elastic neutral axis (ENA) zas is calculated
considering the hypotheses of partial section behaviour and neglected concrete
tension resistance. Figure 6.6(a) shows the internal distribution of stress inside
the SCCS, while Figure 6.6(b) illustrates the mechanism of to transfer of VEd
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and MEd actions from the SCCS to the CCB. Such actions’ migration could
take place by means of:
• Tension force of reinforcing steel of concrete slab Ft ,Ed . This action is
placed in the centre of gravity of reinforcing steel zs ;
• Contact between compression steel bottom flange and lateral surface of
the CCB. It is assumed that the compression force Fc,Ed is placed in the
middle of the steel bottom flange tf/2;
• The stud connection system transfers the shear force VEd and the addi-
tional actions, i.e. Nad and Mad , that arise to equilibrate the force system
given that Ft ,Ed 6= Fc,Ed . The additional actions are applied to the centre
of gravity of the steel section za .
The depth of the neutral axis (NA) is calculated by means of setting the static
moment Snn equal to zero. Hence, if the NA z′as cuts the web, the following
Equation 6.2 holds:












The moment of inertia of the section I′2 is obtained from:




tw (z′as − tf )3
12











With reference to the SCCS-CCB section, Table 6.5 shows the depth of NA and





Figure 6.6: Stress distribution on (a) a generic SCCS beam, and on (b) a SCCS-CCB
interface
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• the tension force Ft ,Ed in the slab is calculated with:
Ft ,Ed = As,tot σs (6.4)
where:
σs = −MEdI′2
(zs − z′as ) (6.5)
• The compression force Fc,Ed in the steel bottom flange is determined
with:






• With reference to the centre of gravity of the steel section, the additional
efforts Nad and Mad are estimated:
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– from the equilibrium to the translation, the additional axial force Nad
is:
Nad = −(Ft ,Ed − |Fc,Ed |) (6.8)
– from the equilibrium to the rotation, the additional moment Mad is:
Mad = MEd + [|Fc,Ed |(za − tf/2) + Ft ,Ed (zs − za )] (6.9)
• The connection system is able to adsorb the shear force VEd . Moreover,
due to the compression stress between the vertical steel plate and the
CCB lateral surface, part of the this force could be transferred by friction.
Table 6.6 summarises numerical results of aforementioned equations.
6.3.4 ULS static verification of the DIN FB 104 Var. C cross-beam con-
figuration
On the basis of the flow chart displayed in Figure 6.5, all verifications on
the SCCS-CCB details are proposed. In particular, the DIN FB 104 Var. C
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Figure 6.7: Equivalent T-stub in compression
cross-beam configuration is analysed.
6.3.4.1 Check of the component stresses by Fc,Ed and Ft ,Ed
Steel bottom flange
In accordance with CEN (2005b), the compression stress in the middle of the
steel bottom flange have to satisfy the following expression:
|σa,fb | ≤ fad = 460 MPa (6.10)
Since |σa,fb | = 328.59, the verification is satisfied.
Equivalent T-stub in compression
The footprint load of the steel plate welded to the bottom flange have to be
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sufficient to transfer the compression stress to the CCB lateral surface without
penetration, i.e.:
|Fc,Ed | ≤ Fc,Rd (6.11)
The verification of the equivalent T-stub element in compression is performed
in accordance with CEN (2005c). The compression strength resistance is cal-
culated as follows:
Fc,Rd = fjdbeff leff (6.12)
where:
beff = bf + 2c;






fyp is the design strength of the structural steel;
fjd = αbfβj fcd is the design bearing strength of the joint (CEN, 2005a)
and with β = 2/3;
αbf =
√
Ac1/Ac0 is a coefficient such that satisfies 1 ≤ αbf ≤ 3;
Ac0 = beff leff is the loaded area;
Ac1 is the maximum design distribution area with a similar shape to Ac0.
If the length of bch/2 is assumed to be the effective length, as depicted in
Figure 6.7:
Ac1 = (beff + bch tan θ)(leff + bch tan θ) (6.13)
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where θ is the inclination of the concrete strut, and it assumes values in the
range of 26.5 ≤ θ ≤ 45. The design calculation of the Ac0 and Ac1 surfaces is
iterative. In the first instance, αbf = 1.75 is assumed.
Dimensions of the vertical steel plate have to satisfy:
• Equation 6.11;
• the minimum dimensions to allow the stress diffusion in the concrete
cross-beam:
hp ≥tf + 2c = hp,min (6.14)
bp ≥bf + 2c = bp,min (6.15)
Table 6.7 summarises checks on the proposed solution.
Strut-and-tie elements
The compression force Fc,Ed that it is transferred from the bottom flange to the
CCB has to be verified by means of a strut-and-tie mechanism. This mecha-
nism ia adopted for the verification of concrete and reinforcing steel strengths.
With reference to BPEL91 (1993), the concrete strut is verified, while for the
verification and the correct arrangement of diffusive reinforcements, Thonier
(1996) and Migliacci and Mola (1984) are considered, respectively.
Concrete strut
In accordance with BPEL91 (1993), the design strength resistance of the con-





≤ σRd,max = 23.33 MPa (6.16)
In this case σc = 18.37 MPa, the verification is satisfied.
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The stress distribution occurs in a 2D manner. Due to this fact, reinforcements
in both y - and z-direction have been calculated. More specifically, in z-direction
the compression effort rests on an effective length leff = tf + sc. Thonier (1996)
assumes that bch ≤ 2leff , as shown in Figure 6.8(a). Hence, in order to allow





≤ leff + bch tan θ ≤ h′ (6.17)
where hchb is the distance between the force Fc,Ed and the outer fiber of the





The reinforcement in z-direction has to be greater than:
Ase,z ≥ Ase,z,req =
|Fc,Ed | tan θ
2fsd
(6.19)
These reinforcements have to be included in the following range:
0.2bch
2
≤ s ≤ 0.8bch
2
(6.20)
As in the z-direction, in the y -direction the compression effort rests on an effec-
tive length beff . As shown in Figure 6.8(b), in order to allow the development of
the concrete strut in xy -plane, the following criterion has been satisfied:
bch
2
≤ beff ≤ beff + bch tan θ ≤ b′ (6.21)








Figure 6.8: Strut-and-tie mechanism in (a) xz plane, and (b) xy plane
The reinforcement in y -direction has to be greater than:
Ase,y ≥ Ase,y,req =
|Fc,Ed |bch tan θ
4beff fsd
(6.23)
Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 summarise the quantity of reinforcing steel to be neces-
sary for the CCB in order to propagate the stress from the bottom steel flange.
Surface reinforcement
In accord with BAEL91 (2000) and BPEL91 (1993), under the steel plate a





In this case, the required surface reinforcement has to be equal to 302.30 mm2.
The effective reinforcement placed in z-direction is equal to 1φ20=314 mm2,
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while in y -direction it is equal to 2φ16=402 mm2. Both verifications are satis-
fied.
Reinforcing steel in tension in the slab
With reference to CEN (2005a), in order to verify if the tension on longitudinal
reinforcement in the slab, the Equation 6.25 has to be satisfied:
σs ≤ fsd = 391.3 MPa (6.25)
Since σs = 282.45 MPa, the verification is satisfied.
6.3.4.2 Stress design of the connector system
On the basis of the linear distribution of normal stresses between the verti-
cal steel plate and the CCB, the calculation of actions in the studs is provided.
This distribution is determined in accordance with Chabrolin et al. (2010). The
main hypothesis is the assumption of the depth of NA equal to zc = 1/3(zas−tf ),
as depicted in Figure 6.9.
The following symbols are defined:
ncol is the number of columns of the connectors considered;
nrig is the number of rows of the connectors considered;
ncon,gr = ncolnrig is the number of connectors considered in the group;
ntot is the total number of the connectors.
General actions on the i-thconnector are obtained by means of the sum of
design forces:
• axial force caused by the additional force F(Nad,i ):
F(Nad,i ) = Nad/ntot (6.26)
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of forces on the connector system in DIN FB104 Var.C solution







• shear force V ′i , that it could be calculated with the assumption of uniform
distribution of shear stresses:
V ′i = −
|VEd | − Ff ,Rd
ntot
(6.28)
where Ff ,Rd is the friction force between the vertical plate and the CCB.
With reference to CEN (2005c), such force can be computed as follows:
Ff ,Rd = Cf ,d |Fc,Ed | (6.29)
with Cf ,d = 0.2. In this case, it results that Ff ,Rd = 591.46 kN and so V ′i =
-22.43 kN.
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Table 6.11: Maximum tension forces on a single stud connector for DIN FB104 Var. C
solution
Component Value Unit
F(Nad,i ) -44.96 kN
F(Mad,i ) 46.47 kN
Table 6.10 shows geometrical characteristics of the vertical plate and the depth
of NA. Table 6.11 and Table 6.12 summarise normal actions, that are calculated
with aforementioned equations, in case of failure of the single stud connector
and a group of stud connectors, respectively. Where requested, the verification
for shear-tension interaction of the connector system has been provided.
6.3.4.3 Tension resistance of connectors
In the case of tension stresses, the verification of stud connectors could be
calculated taking into account two different failure mechanisms: i) the collapse
for tension in the stud, or b) the pull-out of the concrete cone, as shown in
Figure 6.10. With reference to a group of stud connectors, the failure of the
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Table 6.12: Maximum tension forces on a group of stud connectors for DIN FB104 Var.
C solution
1◦ row 1◦ + 2◦ rows
Component Value Unit
ncol 4 4 -
nrow 1 2 -
ncon,gr 4 8 -
F(Nad,gr ) -179.83 -359.67 kN
F(Mad,gr ) 185.88 310.13 kN
F(Nad,gr ) + F(Mad,gr ) 6.04 -49.54 kN
joint could occur due to the collapse of a part of the connector system. PCI
(1991) is used to determine the tension resistance of connectors.
Tension resistance of a single head stud





Whereas, the tension resistance of a connector for the pull-out of a concrete
cone is given by (see Figure 6.10(a)):
P(2)ten,Rd = 0.89(hsc − k )(hsc − k − d2)
√
fck (6.31)
where k and d2 are the height and the diameter of the head stud, respectively.
Hence, the tension resistance values obtained of a single stud are P(1)ten,Rd =
171.81 kN and P(2)ten,Rd = 225.69 kN.
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Figure 6.10: Failure mechanisms to pull-out of the concrete cone for (a) a single stud,
and (b) a group of studs
Tension resistance of a group of head studs
Figure 6.10(b) shows the failure of a group of studs due to the pull-out of a
concrete cone. The tensile strength of such mechanism is calculated as follows.
hmin =
min(x; y) + 2(hsc − k )
2
(6.32)
where x = [(ncol − 1)p1 + d] and y = [(nrow − 1)p2 + d]. The failure mechanism




P(2)ten,gr ,Rd = 0.223
√




P(2)ten,gr ,Rd = 0.223
√
fck {[x + 2(hsc − k )][y + 2(hsc − k )] − AR} (6.34)
where AR = [x + 2(hsc − k )− bch ][y + 2(hsc − k )− bch ]. Hence, the lower value
of the tension resistance of studs group is P(2)ten,gr ,Rd = 410.43 kN, and it has
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been calculated in the first connector row.
6.3.4.4 Check of the connector system
Shear-tension interaction
In accordance with CEN (2012b), if the tension force Ften on studs is lower than
10% of its shear resistance, it is possible to neglect the tension force during
the connector system verification. Otherwise, it can be taken into account by
following the indications provided in PCI (1991). Due to the actions transferred
to the joint and to the connector system properties, the ratio Ften/PRd results
to be equal to 0.11; hence, the shear-tension interaction has to be taken into
account.
Check of single steel stud failure
For the verification of the single stud, the shear-tension interaction can be eval-


















2 ≤ 1 (6.35)
where φ1 = 0.9. Since in the most stressed stud s = 0.03 ≤ 1, the verification is
satisfied.
Check of concrete failure
For the verification of the pull-out of the concrete cone, the shear-tension inter-


















2 ≤ 1 (6.36)
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Figure 6.11: Failure surface for longitudinal shear and transversal reinforcements of
the connector system in DIN FB104 Var.C
where φ2 = 0.85. Since in the most stressed stud s = 0.02 ≤ 1, the verification
is satisfied.
Check of concrete pull-out of a group of connectors
For the verification of the concrete failure due to a group of connectors, the


















2 ≤ 1 (6.37)
Equation 6.37 has to be applied to all connectors in tension. Since only the first
row is in tension with s = 0.02 ≤ 1, the verification is satisfied.
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6.3.4.5 Longitudinal shear and transversal reinforcement
In order to avoid the failure of the concrete due to sliding or longitudinal crack-
ing, the shear force from the connector system has to be absorbed by a suitable
reinforcement. With reference to CEN (2012b), the transversal reinforcement
has to satisfy the following criterion:
Asf fsd/sf > vEdhf/ cot θf (6.38)
Moreover, the shear stress has to be involved:
vEd < νfcd sin θf cos θf (6.39)
The inclination of the concrete strut is calculated in agreement with CEN (2005a):
1 ≤ cot θf ≤ 2 for the slab in compression (6.40a)
1 ≤ cot θf ≤ 1.35 for the slab in tension (6.40b)
The connector system is stressed by a shear force V = VEd − Ff ,Rd , as indi-
cated in Figure 6.11. Table 6.13 summarises the data regarding the reinforce-
ment placed in the CCB and the shear stress, while Table 6.14 gathers the
verifications.
6.3.4.6 Check of stitching reinforcement
If some studs are subjected to tension force, the CCB could transfer this
force without arriving concrete failure. With reference to the most stressed row
of connectors, the stitching reinforcement is determined as follows:
As,t ,req =









cot θf 1.25 -
vEd 0.875 MPa
Table 6.14: Check of longitudinal shear in the connector system for DIN FB104 Var.C
solution
Equation 6.38 699.35 > 139.76
Equation 6.39 0.88 < 5.87
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Table 6.15 summarises the required reinforcing steel placed in the CCB.





As,t ,req 15.45 mm2
6.3.5 ULS static verification of DOMI1 and DOMI2 cross-beam config-
urations
It is assumed that for static loads DOMI1 and DOMI2 CCB joint solutions
are characterised by the same resistance.
6.3.5.1 Check of the component stresses by Fc,Ed and Ft ,Ed
Some verifications are the same of the previous joint solution, such as the
checks of the steel bottom flange, of the superficial reinforcement and of the
longitudinal reinforcement in the concrete slab. Thus, they can be assumed to
be valid for these joint solutions.
Equivalent T-stub in compression
As reported in Section 6.3.4.1, the check consists in verifying whether the di-
mensions of the steel bottom plate are adequate to transfer the compression
force form it to the CCB lateral surface. In this case, the verification is satisfied,
as emphasised in Table 6.16.
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|Fc,Ed | 2957.28 kN
f 0.65 -
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In accordance with BPEL91 (1993), the design strength resistance of the con-





≤ σRd,max = 23.33 MPa (6.42)
Since σc = 22.96 MPa, the verification is satisfied.
Steel tie
The stress distribution occurs in a 2D manner. Due to this fact, reinforcements
in both z- and y -direction have been calculated, as proposed by Thonier (1996).
Table 6.17 summarises the quantity of reinforcing steel required for in the CCB
to propagate the stress transmitted by the steel bottom flange.
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Figure 6.12: Instantaneous centre for connector system of DOMI1 and DOMI2
solutions
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6.3.5.2 Stress design of the connector system and bars
The connection system between the steel beam and the CCB is composed
of shear studs welded on the protrusion of the steel web and steel bars, that
pass through the web’s protrusion.
The hypothesis that web’s protrusion and CCB are more stiff than connectors
and bars is assumed. Moreover, these elements are considered to be elastic.
With reference to the the shear stiffness of the connector system, the distribu-
tion of actions is calculated. Torque T and shear actions Nad and V ′ stress the
connector system. Torque is given by the sum of additional moment Mad and
the transport contribution Nadez , as follows:
T = Mad + Nadez (6.43)
On each element of the connector system, i.e. studs and bars (indicated with c_
and b_, respectively), torque causes two orthogonal shear actions VT ,x,i and
VT ,z,i . Due to the fact that the shear stiffness is proportional to the transversal
section of the element Ai , in order to evaluate the shear distribution caused by





















where nV is the number of the shear plane (in this case nV = 2).














The total shear force to each element is calculated with the Equation 6.46 and
they are summarised in Table 6.18.
Vi =
√(











Table 6.18: Shear forces on the connector system for DOMI1 and DOMI2 solutions
Element Vz,i,t Vx,i,t Vi
kN kN kN
b11 3.99 -0.13 3.99
c12 -9.34 -0.32 9.35
c13 -63.41 -0.32 63.41
b21 3.99 -16.42 16.89
c22 -9.34 -40.08 41.15
c23 -63.41 -40.08 75.01
b31 3.99 -32.70 32.94
c32 -9.34 -79.84 80.38
c33 -63.41 -79.84 101.95
b41 3.99 -48.98 49.15
b43 -25.97 -48.98 55.44
b51 3.99 -61.88 62.01
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6.3.5.3 Design and verification of the shear resistance of bars
The design shear resistance of transversal reinforcement is calculated in















with kRy = 0.8− 0.025 (φ− 16)
P(2)Rd =0.29αφ
2√fck Ecm 1γV concrete failure (6.48b)
Table 6.19 and Table 6.20 show the shear resistance of the transversal bar and
the verification of the entire connection system, respectively.
Even though the b51 does not satisfy the shear verification, no plastic redis-
tribution of shear forces is taken into account. Thus, forces on the connector
system could be less than the ones actually calculated.
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6.3.5.4 Longitudinal shear and transversal reinforcement
As for the Section 6.3.4.5, it is mandatory to arrange the reinforcement
such that adsorb the concrete strut stress caused by shear stud connectors.
With reference to CEN (2012b), Table 6.21 gathers numerical results, while
Table 6.22 summarises verifications adopted.




sf ,z 300 mm
n 3 -
Asf ,x 339 mm2
cot θf 1.25 -
vEd,z 1.574 MPa
φz 16 mm
sf ,x 125 mm
n 2 -
Asf ,z 402 mm2
cot θf 1.25 -
vEd,x 2.890 MPa
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Table 6.22: Check of longitudinal shear vEd,z and vEd,x in the connector system for
DOMI1 and DOMI2 solutions
z-direction Equation 6.38 442.6 > 251.28
Equation 6.39 1.57 < 5.87
x-direction Equation 6.38 1258.82 > 416.46
Equation 6.39 2.89 < 5.87
6.3.6 ULS seismic verification of innovative cross-beam configurations
The ULS seismic loading combination that stressing the innovative joint has
already been calculated in Section 6.2. With reference to seismic verifications,
the innovative solutions are evaluated in the same manner.
In accord with CEN (2006), the seismic design of the bridge has to be such that
damages of the deck are avoided. Under ULS seismic loading combination, in
case of lack of significant yielding of the deck, the verification is guaranteed. In
practice, the deck remains in elastic field.
The joint verification could be obtained by checking the stress in the concrete
slab.
6.3.6.1 Check of tensile strength of longitudinal reinforcement in the
concrete slab
For this verification to hold, it is necessary to avoid the development of
any yield in the longitudinal reinforcement. Design seismic actions could be
obtained from Table 6.4, whilst static contribution could be evaluated with the
procedure reported in Section 6.3.3; the latter provides,top and bottom longitu-
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dinal reinforcement stresses of 116 kN and 81.1 kN, respectively, for a bending
moment of M2,Ed = 950 kN.
The maximum stress in the reinforcing steel is the sum of seismic and static
contributions, i.e. 145.1 kN. Since it is less than the fsd , the deck remains in
elastic field.
6.3.6.2 Check of shear resistance of concrete slab
The transversal shear F2,Ed is absorbed by the reinforcing concrete slab.
The longitudinal reinforcement placed near the lateral edge of the slab is com-
posed by φ20 and φ16, to whom corresponds a shear resistance of VRd,c =
192.7 kN. Since F2,Ed = 150 kN, the verification is satisfied.
6.4 Selection of the representative subassembly specimen based on
preliminary numerical analysis
In order to reproduce a significant level of stresses and strains, a specimen
derived from a representative part of the full bridge was obtained. Analyses per-
formed with the SAP2000 software (Computer and Structures, 2002) allowed
to extrapolate a significant substructure of the bridge to be tested in the lab-
oratory. With the aim of identifying a suitable substructure model that takes
into account both the best match with modal analysis results and laboratory
space availability, three type of substrucures were investigated, as shown in
Figure 6.13.
As clearly shown in Figure 6.14(a) and Figure 6.14(b), the Submodel A was
able to well represent the out-of-plane bending moment M3, whilst inaccurate
results where achieved in terms of the shear force F2. Also the Submodel B
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Figure 6.13: Submodel types: (a) submodel A, (b) submodel B, and (c) submodel C
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was not able to recreate both bending moment and shear force, as depicted in
Figure 6.15(a) and Figure 6.15(b). Moreover, neither model configurations was
able to reproduce axial force in the specimen.
The Submodel C instead not only provided good results in terms of moment
(see Figure 6.16(a)) but also was able to emulate part of the axial force. How-
ever, this configuration was deemed to be difficult to realize in the laboratory,
due to several construction issues that could influence test results.
In light of these considerations and owing to its simply feasibility from the con-
structional point of view, the Submodel A was chosen as the representative
substructure of the bridge.
x (m)
































Figure 6.14: (a) Out-of-plane bending moment M3, and (b) shear force F2 comparison
between Submodel A and full bridge model
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Figure 6.15: (a) Out-of-plane bending moment M3, and (b) shear force F2 comparison
between Submodel B and full bridge model
x (m)

































Figure 6.16: (a) Out-of-plane bending moment M3, and (b) shear force F2 comparison
between Submodel C and full bridge model
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN OF SUBASSEMBLY SPECIMENS
7.1 The experimental setup, the testing programme and the testing
protocol
7.1.1 Scaling procedure
As mentioned in Chapter 6, in order to replicate significant stress and strain
levels, a specimen derived from the representative part of full bridge was ob-
tained. The specimen was scaled of a factor S = 2 in accordance with the
procedure proposed by Kumar et al. (1997). Since for short/medium span com-
posite bridge the gravity load plays an important rule, the Procedure 1 was
followed. Table 7.1 shows the different scale factors to characterise specimen
quantities.
Components such as the reinforcement, the steel girder profiles and the stud
connectors had to match scaling requirements and at the same time follow the
required commercial dimensions. A comparison in terms of the moment of in-
ertia was adopted for scaling the I-girder section, and an IPE 330 was hence
adopted. Diameters in a range of φ6 to φ12 were used for the reinforcing steel,
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Table 7.1: Scale factors (Kumar et al., 1997)






whilst 13 mm shank diameter were chosen for the head studs.
7.1.2 Design of subassembly specimens
The DIN FB 104 Var. C detail solution was characterised by a steel girder
(IPE 330) with a 420×250×35 mm head plate, as shown in Figure 7.1(a). 168
connectors were used in total. On the girders’ top flanges two rows of Nelson
studs were welded. The spacing in shear force direction (y -direction) was 67.5
mm, while in transverse direction a spacing of 80 mm was chosen. The con-
nectors at the head plates were disposed following a four-by-five grid. Four
studs were welded on each bottom flange extension. These extensions pro-
truded 210 mm inside the concrete cross beam, had a width of 50 mm and a
thickness of 12 mm.
The DOMI1 detail solution was designed as depicted in Figure 7.1(b), where
112 Nelson studs were used to transfer shear forces from the slab to the steel
girders. The stud layout was the same as in DIN FB 104 Var. C detail spec-
imens. Differences lie in the head plates and the arrangement of connectors
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inside the CCB. The girders’ webs were extended 180 mm and 24 studs were
evenly distributed over the protrusion’s surfaces. A 230×140×35 mm plate
with 8 studs was welded on the bottom flange of each girder, while a thin cover
plate was used to delimit the remaining girder-cross beam interface.
With reference to DOMI2 detail type, it was identified by the presence of the
threaded φ16 pre-stressed bars connecting the girders’ bottom flanges. Thus,
the Nelson studs became unnecessary and were used only for the web exten-
sions, as shown in Figure 7.1(c). For this connection 24 studs were used, while
112 were welded on the top flanges of the steel beams.
As far as the aformentioned solutions are concerned, steelwork elements were
fabricated directly in the workshop, steel end plates and Nelson studs were butt
welded to the I-girders.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.1: Steel girder-CCB connection details for (a) DIN FB 104 Var.C type, (b)
DOMI1 type, and (c) DOMI2 type
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Figure 7.2: Testing equipment, specimen and sensor layout for (a) monotonic and





Figure 7.3: Strain gauges configuration for (a) front, and (b) top views for SQ1M/SQ1C
tests; (c) front, and (d) top views for SQ2M/SQ2C tests; (e) front, and (f) top views for
SQ3M/SQ3C/SQ3V tests, respectively
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7.1.3 The test setup
The setup configuration conceived for the test campaign is depicted in Fig-
ure 7.2a, and was adopted for all tests with lateral -or transversal- loading. The
substructured specimen was characterized by a center of gravity aligned with
the two hinges at the boundaries. This layout does not reproduce substructures
located at the ends of the composite slab of a bridge. For the last test, that was
conceived to investigate the residual vertical loading capacity of the specimen
already subjected to a certain level of damage, some modifications of the setup
were needed, as schematically depicted in Figure 7.2b.
Two electro-hydraulic actuators of 1000 kN capacity each, both equipped with
two load cells, indicated as Load Cell Actuator 1 and 2 in Figure 7.2a, applied
the required displacement to the CCB by means of a thick steel plate. A steel
stub with two layers of Teflon on its upper surface supported the bottom face
of the CCB. The edges of the concrete slab were connected to the steel pin
hinges, i.e. Load Cell Pin left and right placed on a distance of Lhinge = 5.70
m, by means of a steel beam. The hinges were connected to the strong floor
through heavy steel beam basements. With the aim to grasp the main defor-
mations in the critical areas of each specimen, several sensors were installed.
In particular, seven Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) Gefran
sensors were used to measure the crack opening in the interface between the
concrete slab and the CCB. With reference to both the DIN FB104 Var. C and
the DOMI1 joint solutions, 22 strain gauges (SG) were glued on flanges of steel
I-girders, rebars and Nelson studs inside the CCB; conversely, 19 strain gauges
(SG) were placed in the DOMI2 joint solution. Strain gauges configurations for
the proposed connection details are shown in Figure 7.3.
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Because of the high stiffness of the specimen, the design of test setup was a
challenging step which included the evaluation and the handling of the setup
flexibility. Therefore, in order to monitor the setup deformation during testing,
some LVDT AEP type were installed on the hinges. The deformability of the
setup did not affect the global response of the specimens and the relevant col-
lapse mechanism; however, the flexibility of the setup was taken into account
in the calibration of the numerical models.
For the last test encompassing the vertical loading shown at the bottom of Fig-
ure 7.2b, counter columns were replaced by two stiff steel plates, which were
connected to the heavy steel beams. The pin-hinges at the end of the speci-
men were turned by 90◦ around the y-axis. The vertical load was applied to the
specimen through a hydraulic jack of 1000 kN capacity, placed at the bottom of
the CCB. A load cell (LC) and a steel plate were inserted between the jack and
the CCB.
7.1.4 The testing programme
Table 7.2 summarises the experimental campaign on the subassembly spec-
imens. In detail, three monotonic and three cyclic tests in transversal out-of-
plane directions were performed, and only a monotonic vertical test on a dam-
aged specimen was carried out.
7.1.5 The testing protocol
Two different testing protocols were adopted for monotonic and cyclic tests.
In order to reduce the inertial forces and to apply transversal or vertical loads in
a quasi-static manner, a linear displacement history with an imposed velocity of
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Table 7.2: Testing program
Test Loading direction Testing procedure Test acronym Tested detail solution
1 Transversal Monotonic SQ1M DIN FB 104 Var. C
2 Transversal Monotonic SQ2M DOMI1
3 Transversal Monotonic SQ3M DOMI2
4 Transversal Cyclic ECCS SQ1C DIN FB 104 Var. C
5 Transversal Cyclic ECCS SQ2C DOMI1
6 Transversal Cyclic ECCS SQ3C DOMI2
7 Vertical Monotonic SQ3V DOMI2 (damaged)
0.1 mm/sec was applied for monotonic tests. With reference to the cyclic tests,
the procedure according to the ECCS (1986) protocol was adopted. In detail,
the monotonic tests provided the yielding point of specimens ey , after that the
displacement history were calibrated on this parameter. Moreover, the proce-
dure adopted to obtain the yielding displacement is discussed in Section 7.2.5.
7.2 Monotonic tests and outcomes
The main goal of these tests was, on the one hand, to define the overall
specimen response under quasi-static transversal loads, on the other hand to
provide necessary information for the complete definition of the cyclic test pro-
tocol.
In order to understand the mechanism that developed inside the specimen, par-
ticular attention had to be paid to experimental results. The force-displacement
relationship allowed to characterise the stiffness of the specimen tested. More-
over, it was possible to observe the displacement at which the specimen col-
lapsed. In particular, an abrupt decrease of transversal load-bearing capacity
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pinpointed the collapse of the specimen. The failure occurred after a slightly
decrease in terms of force.
All three specimens showed the collapse phenomenon at the CCB displace-
ment of 35-40 mm, as depicted in Figure 7.4. For greater displacement beyond
this point, the force maintained its intensity constant around 500 kN, without
other decreases of in terms of stiffness. Table 7.3 summarised the maximum
values of force and displacement at failure of specimens.
Displacement (mm)















Figure 7.4: Force-displacement relationship of monotonic tests
Table 7.3: Relevant displacement and force values for monotonic tests
Testname dFmax (mm) Fmax (kN) df (mm)
SQ1M 36.9 906 37.6
SQ2M 37.4 922 38.3
SQ3M 34.8 922 36.8
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At the beginning of each test, i.e. less than 1 mm in terms of displacement,
slip between the steelwork elements was observed; these phenomena were
due to hole-bolt clearance. For a displacement less than 2 mm, a linear elas-
tic behaviour was observed. Values of the elastic stiffness lied between 66-69
kN/mm. The remaining part of the test showed a non-linear response. Due to
the eccentricity between the force application point and the centre of gravity of
specimens, rotation of the CCB in the global x-z-plane occurred.
7.2.1 SQ1M test
The first monotonic test was performed on a specimen with the DIN FB 104
Var. C detail solution. Cracks became visible on the concrete slab at a displa-
cement of 2-4 mm in the sector of Gefran 7, whilst crushing phenomenon was
observed in the sector of Gefran 3. Figure 7.5(a) and Figure 7.5(b) show the
deformation read by the pairs of transducers, Gefran 1+3 and 5+7, in the part of
the slab under compression and tension, respectively. Both graphs pinpointed
the concrete spalling through a large downfall in terms of deformation.
At top and bottom I-girders flanges, on longitudinal reinforcements of the con-
crete slab and on Nelson studs in the upper part of the steel head plate, sig-
nificant deformations were measured, as shown in Figure 7.6(a), Figure 7.6(b)
and Figure 7.7(a), respectively. In detail, strain gauges positioned on steel
flanges measured deformations of nearly 2000 µε and 1000 µε at the top and
bottom flange, respectively. On the longitudinal reinforcing steel, an approxima-
tively linear increase of elongation was registered. With regard to the top row of
studs, high deformations were reached, while low strain values on the bottom
row of studs were observed, as displayed in Figure 7.7(b). The instrumented
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Figure 7.5: Deformation measured by Gefran 1, 3, 5, 7 on the top concrete slab for (a)



































































































































Figure 7.6: Deformation measured by strain gauges on top and bottom flanges of
steel girders for (a) SQ1M test, (c) SQ2M test, and (e) SQ3M test, respectively;
deformation measured by strain gauges on longitudinal reinforcements of the concrete
slab for (b) SQ1M test, (d) SQ2M test, and (f) SQ3M test, respectively
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Figure 7.7: Deformation measured by strain gauges on: (a) top, and (b) bottom rows
of studs for SQ1M test; (c) top, and (d) bottom rows of studs for SQ2M test; (e) top row
of studs and (f) bottom prestresses bars for SQ3M test
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Figure 7.8: Deformation measured by strain gauges on stirrups for (a) SQ1M test, (b)
SQ2M test, and (c) SQ3M test
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stirrup inside the CCB showed the value of around 1500 µε as maximum de-
formation, as shown in Figure 7.8(a). The remaining instruments positioned on
rebars in the CCB registered small values in terms of deformation.
7.2.2 SQ2M test
The second monotonic test was performed on a specimen with the DOMI1
detail solution. As emphasised from data transducers placed on the concrete
deck, the failure of the specimen occurred on the left SCCS-CCB interface. The
deformations read by Gefran instruments exhibited an almost linear trend till
collapse, as shown in Figure 7.5(c) and Figure 7.5(d). The bottom steel flange
reached a deformation of 1500 µε, almost three times the top steel flange’s
value, as depicted in Figure 7.6(c). At the moment of collapse, the strain
gauges glued on the longitudinal reinforcements reached deformation values
around 7000-8000 µε, as emphasised in Figure 7.6(d). The studs welded on
the web’s protrusion were subjected to a low deformation, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.7(c), while Figure 7.7(d) highlighted that the studs welded on thick steel
head plates were stressed partly in tension, and partly in compression. The
stirrup in the upper part of the CCB reached a high value of strain, whereas
low tensile deformation was registered in the stirrup in the bottom part of the
concrete-cross beam, as pinpointed in Figure 7.8(b).
7.2.3 SQ3M test
The last monotonic test was performed on a specimen with the DOMI2 de-
tail solution. In this test the collapse occurred on the right SCCS-CCB interface.
Cracks developed in the concrete slab at about 2 mm of the transversal displa-
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cement, but they were hardly noticeable. Crushing phenomena instead can
be observed after 15 mm of the CCB displacement. As for the other mono-
tonic test, comparable deformations were registered by Gefran instrumenta-
tions placed on the concrete slab. In particular, Figure 7.5(e) and Figure 7.5(f)
show compression and tension deformations, respectively. Strain gauges on
steel flanges registered small values in terms of deformation, with the excep-
tion of the left bottom flange, where a value of 1500 µε was reached (see Fig-
ure 7.6(e)). The most severe deformations were measured by strain gauges
placed on an internal re-bar, as shown in Figure 7.6(f). The top row of Nel-
son studs exhibited small deformations with a linear behaviour, as depicted in
Figure 7.7(e). At the beginning of the test, a force of 63 kN was stressed into
the bars; they had experienced an elongation of 2500 µε and 1900 µε at the
strain gauges 5 and 6, respectively, as emphasised in Figure 7.7(f). Finally,
Figure 7.8(c) showed a nonlinear behaviour in the stirrup placed in the upper
part of the CCB.
7.2.4 Outcomes of monotonic tests
As mentioned before, the transversal displacement at which collapse of
the specimen occurred varied slightly among tests. Hence, the detail type
appeared not to be the main responsible for the transversal bearing capacity
of specimens. The collapse mechanism developed at the SCCS-CCB inter-
face. Although some studs exhibited heavy deformations, no detachment of
the head plate from the lateral surface of the CCB was observed. Due to high
stiffness of the CCB and the high geometrical ratio of reinforcement, an out-
standing resistance of the detail could be observed. Cracks opened in the slab
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Table 7.4: Monotonic tests results
At failure Instrument Unit SQ1M SQ2M SQ3M
Force Load cells kN 906 922 922
Displacement (x-dir.) Temposonic mm 37.6 38.3 36.8
Strain (concrete spalling) Gefran µε -6800 -8500 -5800
Strain (concrete cracking) Gefran µε 38800 48400 45400
Strain (steel girder flanges) Strain gauge µε 2000 1500 1400
Strain (studs on head plates) Strain gauge µε >8000 1300 -
Strain (studs on web ext.) Strain gauge µε - 500 600
Strain (concrete slab re-bars) Strain gauge µε 4200 >7600 >7200
near the CCB. With reference to the specimen construction, some geometrical
imperfections occurred/emerged and that explained the asymmetric behaviour
pinpointed during tests. The most important results obtained from monotonic
test are gathered in Table 7.4.
7.2.5 Evaluation of the yielding point for cyclic tests
In order to define the parameter ey , a yield limit state characterised by the
displacement e+y as well as by the corresponding reaction force have to be de-
fined. With the purpose of fitting the monotonic force-displacement response
of the specimen with a linear polynomial approximation, indications provided
in Bursi et al. (2002) were followed. In detail, on the basis of the best-fitting
and on the equivalence of the dissipated energy between the actual nonlinear
response and the idealiser linear approximation up to (e+max , P+max ), a trilinear
polynomial curve of each response was determined, as shown in Figure 7.9.
In accordance with ECCS (1986), the amplitude of cycles was calibrated on the
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Figure 7.9: Bi- and trilinear fits of a force-displacement relationship envelope
basis of the yielding displacement e+y . Table 7.5 gathered results on the three
monotonic tests, where yielding points were defined. A value of e+y = 8 mm was
chosen as representative value for all specimens, due to the fact that it allowed
to perform more cycles, while at the same time to better monitor the process of
damaging. Since the failure displacement was about 40 mm, 6e+y = 48 mm ap-
peared to be sufficient to capture the collapse of specimens subjected to cyclic
loading.
7.3 Cyclic tests and outcomes
The cyclic tests were the most important part of the experimental campaign.
In fact, they provided the structural behaviour of subassembly specimens un-
der particular loading conditions. The main results of SQ1C and SQ2C tests
are reported and commented. A modified test protocol for the last cyclic test,
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Table 7.5: Yielding points coordinates calculated in accordance with Bursi et al. (2002)




i.e. SQC3, based on a damage index approach was used.
Cyclic tests allowed to investigate the specimens’ response to low-cycle fatigue
loading. The behaviours in terms of rotation and translation of specimens dur-
ing the cyclic tests and the monotonic tests was similar. Both SQ1C and SQ2C
tests reached the failure before the peak transversal displacement of the 6ey
cycle, as shown in Figure 7.10. Hence, 10 load cycles with increasing ampli-
tude was applied to the specimens. The concrete slab achieved a transversal
displacement slightly higher than in SQ1M and SQ2M tests at the collapse.
Moreover, no accentuate deterioration of the structures’ stiffness due to the
cyclic loading was observed. The observed collapse mechanism was similar to
that reached during the monotonic tests. Figure 7.11 shows the region where
the damaging occurred for SQ1C and SQ2C tests, respectively. Table 7.6 sum-
marises the maximum values in terms of force and displacement registered
during tests.
7.3.1 SQ1C test
The first cyclic test was carried out on a specimen with the DIN FB 104
Var. C detail solution. Collapse in form of concrete spalling was allocated to
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Figure 7.10: Force-displacement relationship for (a) SQ1C, and (b) SQ2C cyclic tests
(a) (b)
Figure 7.11: Damaged specimen after (a) SQ1C, and (b) SQ2C cyclic tests
Table 7.6: Relevant displacement and force values for cyclic tests
Testname dFmax (mm) Fmax (kN) df (mm)
SQ1C 40.2 964 42.4
SQ2C 39.5 948 40.1
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the SCCS-CCB interface. The failure occurred before the peak displacement
of the 11th cycle was reached. The envelope of the SQ1C force-displacement
curve fitted, with good approximation, the SQ1M test. The response during
the unloading phase of every cycle exhibited an high nonlinear behaviour, even
those with small amplitudes. Cracks became visible at a displacement of about
6 mm, whilst concrete crushing was observed at a displacement of 14 mm.
The strain ranged between -5000 µε and 80000 µε at collapse on the left SCCS-
CCB interface (Gefran 3 and 7) and were almost half those values on the right
side interface, as shown in Figure 7.12(a) and Figure 7.12(b). Concrete spalling
was confined on the left side of the CCB. For no severe crushing occurred on
the right side of the specimen, the damage pattern was asymmetric. At failure,
the bottom steel flange yielded, as illustrated in Figure 7.13(a). With reference
to longitudinal reinforcements in the concrete slab, Figure 7.13(b) shows how
these steel elements suffered elongation with subsequent shortening during
every cycle. The Nelson studs welded on head plates were subjected to ten-
sion stress, as depicted in Figure 7.14(a). Although the corresponding stud in
the upper row reached a value of 8000 µε, no detachment of the steel plate
was visible with the naked eye. At collapse, also the studs in the bottom part
of the head plate exceeded yielding value, as shown in Figure 7.14(b). The
stirrup placed inside the CCB shows a double value in terms of deformation




The second cyclic test was performed on a specimen with the DOMI1 detail
solution. The cyclic test behaviour followed the monotonic load path. The in-
fluence of accumulated damage became evident in the second cycle of both 2
ey and 4 ey . Two regions of the concrete slab suffered from huge damage, as
clearly shown in Figure 7.11(b). In detail, concrete failed due to spalling before
the peak displacement of the 6 ey cycle was achieved (Gefran 1), while cracks
width reached values of about 1.5 mm in the Gefran 7 zone. In the second
part of the first cycle with 6 ey amplitude, concrete crushing was achieved in
the sector of Gefran 7. Cracks width less than 1 mm were observed in the re-
maining areas of the slab and the CCB interface. Measurements from Gefran
devices allowed to understand the progressive damage process of the speci-
men, as depicted in Figure 7.12(c) and Figure 7.12(d). The response of the
SCCS-CCB connection was investigated thanks to strain gauges data. In de-
tail, SG glued on top and bottom flanges pinpointed the yielding of ste I-girder
at failure of the specimen, as illustrated in Figure 7.13(c). The longitudinal
reinforcement suffered of relevant deformations, as shown in Figure 7.13(d);
apparently it seems that the re-bar close to the specimen’s centreline (y -axis)
suffered a more severe elongation than re-bars with strain gauges 19 and 20.
The deformation values provided by devices for a restrained region of the bar
could be deceptive. In fact, along the longitudinal re-bars at the edge of the
slab deformation was not uniform and was more evident in regions of Gefran 5
and 7. The Nelson studs in the upper and bottom part of the CCB were slightly
deformed, as shown in Figure 7.14(c) and Figure 7.14(d). The instrumented
stirrup showed an increasing deformation during the test. In particular, high
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stress value was recorded, as reported in Figure 7.15(b).
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Figure 7.12: Deformation measured by Gefran 1, 3, 5, 7 on the top concrete slab: (a)
and (b) for SQ1C test; (c) and (d) for SQ2C test, respectively
7.3.3 SQ3C test
7.3.3.1 The damage index Di and the damage domain
As already mentioned in Chapter 5, the damage index Di is an empirical
parameter that allowed to characterise the health’s condition of structures and
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Figure 7.13: Deformation measured by strain gauges on top and bottom flanges of
steel girders for (a) SQ1M test, and (c) SQ2M test, respectively; deformation measured
by strain gauges on longitudinal reinforcements of the concrete slab for (b) SQ1M test,
and (d) SQ2M test, respectively
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Figure 7.14: Deformation measured by strain gauges on: (a) top, and (b) bottom rows
of studs for SQ1C test; (c) top, and (d) bottom rows of studs for SQ2C test
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Figure 7.15: Deformation measured by strain gauges on stirrups for (a) SQ1C, and (b)
SQ2C tests
infrastructures. It varies between 0, i.e. no damage, and 1, complete damaging
of the construction. Many Authors have proposed empirical or semi-empirical
relationship between common engineering parameters, such as intersory drift,
curvature, strain, ect., and structural damage states. The damage index Di




+ β⋆ · Eh − EhmFy · dum (7.1)
where dm is the maximum response displacement, dum is the maximum displa-
cement under monotonic loading, Eh is the plastic strain energy dissipated by
the member, Ehm is the plastic strain energy dissipated by the structure under
monotonic loading, Fy is the yield strength of the member and β⋆ is the strength
deterioration parameter that characterizes the damage contribution due to plas-
tic strain energy. The model converges to Di = 1 for monotonic loading.
The damage domain can be represented in the normalized energy versus di-
splacement space, where the ultimate limit state is defined by a straight line
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with y-intercept equal to 1
β
and slope given by − 1
β⋆
. In correspondence of the
limit state, the damage index assumes the value of 1. Above this value, the
structure is supposed to have reached failure.
The parameters of the model, β and β⋆, can be calculated from experimental
data. For the determination of the ULS line, dum and Fy values from mono-
tonic tests were recalled. After that, hysteretic energy of monotonic and cyclic
tests, i.e. Ehm and Eh respectively, were calculated. Hence, five tests (three
monotonic and two cyclic) conducted were able to provide five points in the
normalized energy versus displacement space. The required strength deterio-
ration parameter − 1
β⋆
= −15.55 can be extracted from the linear interpolation
slope, as shown in Figure 7.16(a).
7.3.3.2 Damage limit states
In order to evaluate the residual bearing load capacity of a damaged spec-
imen, specific damage threshold values were determined. With reference to
the tested substructure, deck damage limit states were adopted (Mackie et al.,
2008). For comparison, also the limit state proposed in CEN (2006) was con-
sidered. Table 7.7 gathers the limit states and their descriptions. The threshold
chosen for the third cyclic test was the achievement of ADS2 limit state. The
average spalling strain equal to -7850 µε was calculated as the mean of val-
ues read by Gefran 1 and 3 in SQ1C and SQ2C tests. Consequently, values
at 50%, 25% and 2% of spalling strain were obtained. The SQ3C test was
stopped when the value of -3925 µε in terms of spalling strain was achieved in
the concrete slab.
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ADS01 -157 0.0545 No irreversible damage/yielding on structural
elements, no visible effects/cracks on section
ADS11 -1963 0.4674 Reinforcement yielding in more than 25% of section,
concrete cracking (crack width ≃ 0.2 mm) and
crushing
ADS21 -3925 0.7452 Reinforcement yielding in more than 50% of section,
concrete cracking (crack width ≃ 0.7 mm)
BDS12 -785 0.1982 Reinforcement yielding in more than 10% of section,
concrete cracking (crack width ≃ 0.2 mm)
7.3.3.3 SQ3C test results
The last cyclic test was performed on a specimen with the DOMI2 detail so-
lution. The displacement history procedure was stopped before the specimen
collapsed. In detail, when the 50% of the concrete spalling was read by Gefran
devices, the ADS2 limit state was reached. Under this condition, the speci-
men achieved the displacement of 30.3 mm, and force equal to 859.3 kN was
registered by the load cells of the actuators, as pinpointed in Figure 7.16(b).
Figure 7.17 shows the damaged specimen at the end of the test.
The behaviour of the concrete slab was identical in compression, whilst dif-
ferences were noticed in the area subjected to tension stress, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.18(a) and Figure 7.18(b). The steel girders and Nelson studs on the web


































































DS2 - test stop
(b)
Figure 7.16: (a) Damage domain and limit states for tested specimens, and (b)




Figure 7.17: Damaged specimen for the SQ3C test: (a) concrete crushing at the top of
the slab, (b) top view of the slab and the CCB, (c) concrete cracking read by Gefran 7,
and (d) concrete cracking at the edge of the slab
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and Figure 7.18(e). With reference to longitudinal rebars, Figure 7.18(d) em-
phasised that the yielding phenomenon occurred at the beginning of the 4 ey
cycle. The strain registered in the prestressed bars showed that the strain
gauges glued on bars’ surface were damaged before starting the test (see Fig-
ure 7.18(f)).
7.3.4 Outcomes of cyclic tests
As already observed during monotonic tests, the specimen subjected to
cyclic displacement history exhibited the same failure mechanism. With refer-
ence to SQ1C and SQ2C tests, the collapse were carried out for a transversal
displacement of the CCB of about 40 mm. In order to perform the vertical
monotonic test to the damaged specimen, the collapse was not achieved on
the SQ3C test. The CCB rotated in the x-z plane more than during monotonic
tests. Cracks on the slab extended to the centreline of the CCB and were dis-
tributed over the entire deck surface. Over a distance of 1 m to the CCB, cracks
distribution were hardly visible by the naked eye, while near the SCCS-CCB in-
terface were easily pinpointed. No damage was observed in other part of the
specimen. Hence, the collapse mechanism was independent of joint connec-
tions. The steelwork elements and concrete reinforcements were moderately
stressed. In detail, yielding phenomena in longitudinal reinforcement and head
plate studs were achieved. Cyclic tests confirmed both high resistance and
stiffness of subassembly specimens. Moreover, tested specimens were able





















DS2 - test stop
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DS2 - test stop
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DS2 - test stop
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DS2 - test stop
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DS2 - test stop
(e)
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DS2 - test stop
(f)
Figure 7.18: Deformation measured in the SQ3C test by (a) Gefran 1 and 3, (b)
Gefran 5 and 7 on the top concrete slab; deformation measured by strain gauges on
(c) top and bottom steel flanges, (d) longitudinal rebars in the concrete slab, (e) upper
row of Nelson studs, and (f) prestressed bars
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Table 7.8: Cyclic tests results
At failure/Max.disp∗ Instrument Unit SQ1C SQ2C SQ3C∗
Force Load cells kN 964 948 859
Displacement (x-dir.) Temposonic mm 42.4 40.1 30.3
Strain (concrete spalling) Gefran µε -7400 -8700 -
Strain (concrete cracking) Gefran µε 55500 46500 18800
Strain (steel girder flanges) Strain gauge µε 2100 1500 850
Strain (studs on head plates) Strain gauge µε >8000 1500 -
Strain (studs on web ext.) Strain gauge µε - 280 100
Strain (concrete slab re-bars) Strain gauge µε 6300 >7300 >3500
7.4 Vertical test and outcomes
The aim of this last test is to verify the actual stiffness and strength of the
specimen after a seismic event occurred.
In order to reproduce hogging bending moments derived from a full-scale anal-
ysis of the entire bridge, a linear static F.E. model of the substructure specimen
was developed in Computer and Structures (2002). Beam and shell elements
were used, and also P-Delta effect were taken into account. Such numerical
model provided the vertical force needed to replicate the scaled bending mo-
ment. In accordance with CEN (2002), four limit states were considered, i.e.
the Ultimate limit state (ULS), and the Serviceability limit states: characteris-
tics (SLS/ch), frequent (SLS/fr), and quasi-permanent (SLS/qp).
The SQ3V test was able to demonstrate the high stiffness and resistance of
the specimen, even though it was previously damaged during the SQ3C test.
A stiffness value of 10700 N/mm can be obtained for the damaged specimen
tested against vertical loads. The values of vertical loads needed to reach all
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limit states foreseen in CEN (2002) were considered. In detail, all serviceabil-
ity limit states corresponding to quasi-permanent, frequent and characteristic
loading combinations did not provide significant additional damage to the deck
(see Figure 7.19(a)). Moreover, the specimen maintained a linear behaviour
also for the ultimate loading combination (ULS), as shown in Figure 7.19(b).
Test results are gathered in Table 7.9 .
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Figure 7.19: Force-displacement relationship of vertical monotonic test
Table 7.9: Vertical test results
Instrument Unit SLS/qp SLS/fr SLS/ch ULS
Force Load cells kN 134 185 201 253
Displacement (z-dir.) AEP mm 13.6 17.9 19.9 25.2
Strain (concrete spalling) Gefran µε - - - -
Strain (concrete cracking) Gefran µε 1200 1700 2000 2700
Strain (steel girder flanges) Strain gauge µε -600 -900 -1000 -1300
Strain (studs on web ext.) Strain gauge µε 50 80 100 130
Strain (concrete slab re-bars) Strain gauge µε 700 900 1100 1400
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CHAPTER 8
NUMERICAL MODELLING AND ANALYSIS OF THE SUBASSEMBLY
SPECIMEN
8.1 3D F.E. modelling of the I-girder-CCB subassembly specimen
A fully 3D nonlinear model of the DOMI2 substructure specimen was de-
veloped with the F.E. program ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp.,
2014b). The DOMI2 connection detail was chosen as the most interesting and
innovative joint solution. Hence, a refined numerical model was conceived. The
aim of this model was essentially to reproduce the global and local behaviour
of the experimental specimen subjected to a monotonic loading. Fist of all, ma-
terials’ low and mechanical properties of actual elements used for the test are
provided. Then, a detailed description of the model is presented. After that,
calibration and verification of the model are compared with the experimental




In order to obtain realistic numerical simulations, the calibration of the ma-
terial’s properties is a fundamental step. The description of standard and tests
needed to calibrate materials’ low are provided below.
8.1.1.1 Steel materials
The linear kinematic hardening model was used to simulate the inelastic
behaviour of steel materials (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 2014b). This





where ε˙pl is the rate of plastic flow and ˙ε¯pl is the equivalent plastic strain rate.
The pressure-independent yield surface can be defined as:
F = f (σ − α) − σ0 = 0 (8.2)
where σ0 is the yield stress and f (σ − α) is the equivalent Mises stress with
respect to the backstress α.
Steel parameters
In this model a monotonic test was carried out. Hence, only stress and plas-
tic strain values were required. Steel parameters of each steel element were
obtained from material characterization tests. In detail, uniaxial tensile tests
provided information about elastic modulus, yield and ultimate values in terms
of strength and strain. Table 8.1, Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 summarise the
mechanical characteristics of S460M I-girder steel, B450C reinforcing steel,
S235J2G3+C450 Nelson stud, and M10.9 pre-stressing bar, respectively.
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Table 8.1: Tensile test results of S460M I-girder
Mechanical property Flange Web Unit
Young modulus E 191.7 203.7 GPa
Yield strength fy 522.1 538.8 MPa
Yield strain εy 2740 2650 µε
Ultimate strength fu 662.6 649.9 MPa
Ultimate strain εu 131480 125500 µε
Table 8.2: Tensile test results of B450C reinforcements
Mechanical property φ6 φ8 φ10 φ12 Unit
Young modulus E 209.2 196.9 198.3 204.5 GPa
Yield strength fy 515.5 527.2 537.7 538.7 MPa
Yield strain εy 2460 2690 2710 2630 µε
Ultimate strength fu 595.2 636.4 621.4 644.8 MPa
Ultimate strain εu 119370 71550 56950 70490 µε
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Table 8.3: Tensile test results of S235J2G3+C450 Nelson stud and M10.9 prestressing
bar
Mechanical property Nelson stud Pre. bar Unit
Young modulus E 204.8 206.8 GPa
Yield strength fy 405.8 775.8 MPa
Yield strain εy 1984 3735 µε
Ultimate strength fu 487.2 1049.2 MPa
Ultimate strain εu 41100 47639 µε
8.1.1.2 Concrete material
The concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model in ABAQUS Dassault Sys-
tèmes Simulia Corp. (2014b) provided the capability for modelling concrete
which was subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading under low confining pres-
sures. In order to represent the inelastic behaviour of concrete, isotropic dam-
aged elasticity in combination with isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity
was introduced. This type of material assumed two main failure mechanisms,
i.e. tensile cracking and compressive crushing of concrete. Two hardening vari-
ables, i.e. tensile ε˜plt and compressive ε˜
pl
c equivalent plastic strains, controlled
the evolution of yield and failure surfaces. Thus, this material could represent
the inelastic behaviour of concrete both in tension and compression. Moreover,
uniaxial tensile and compressive behaviours are defined by damaged plasticity.
The constitutive equation of the material with scalar isotropic damage is re-
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: Response of concrete to uniaxial loading in (a) tension, and (b)
compression
ported hereinafter:
σ = Del : (ε− εpl ) (8.3)
where σ is the stress tensor, Del = (1 − d)Del0 is the degraded elastic stiffness
tensor, d is the scalar degradation variable, Del0 is the initial elastic stiffness of
the material, ε and εpl are the total and the plastic tensor strain, respectively.
Tension stiffening postfailure behaviour
The post-failure behaviour of the concrete in tension is characterised by the
post-failure stress, which is defined as a function of cracking strain ε˜crt . Fig-
ure 8.1(a) shows the definition of the cracking strain, that corresponds to the
total strain minus the elastic strain, i.e. ε˜crt = εt − εel0t , where εel0t = σt/E0.













where dt is the damage variable in tension, which in turn is function of plastic
strains, and E0 is the initial elastic stiffness of the concrete.
It is also possible to characterise the tension behaviour of the concrete in terms
of stress-displacement values instead of stress-strain relationship. In this case
the fracture energy approach is used (Hillerborg et al., 1976). This theory
needs as material parameter the energy required to open a unit area of crack,
i.e. GF . The cracking displacement values are automatically converted into









where the specimen length l0 is assumed to be one unit length.
Compressive behaviour
The compressive behaviour of the concrete is shown in Figure 8.1(b). The
hardening data are provided in terms of inelastic strain ε˜inc . This strain corre-
sponds to the total strain minus the elastic strain, i.e. ε˜int = εc − εel0c , where
εel0c = σc/E0. ABAQUS calculates the plastic strain values by means of the











where dc is the damage variable in compression, which is function of inelastic
strains, and E0 is the initial elastic stiffness of the concrete.
Concrete plasticity







Figure 8.2: Yield surfaces in (a) deviatoric plane, and (b) in plane stress




(ǫσt0 tanψ)2 + q¯2 − p¯ tanψ (8.8)
where ψ is the dilation angle; σt0 is the uniaxial tensile stress at failure; ǫ is the
eccentricity; p¯ is the effective hydrostatic stress; and q¯ is the equivalent effec-
tive stress of Mises.
The yield function is proposed by Lubliner et al. (1989), with the modification
suggested by Lee and Fenves (1998) that taken into account the different evo-
lution of strength under tension and compression, as depicted in Figure 8.2(a).
The evolution of the yielding surface is provided by hardening variables, ε˜plt and
ε˜
pl




q¯ − 3αp¯ + β(ε˜pl )〈σ¯max 〉 − γ〈−σ¯max 〉
)
− σ¯c (ε˜plc ) = 0 (8.9)
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where α is determined in accordance with the Kupfer’s curve (Kupfer et al.,
1979), as shown in Figure 8.2(b), β is a function of the effective tensile σ¯t
and compressive cohesion σ¯c stresses, respectively, σ¯max is the algebraically
maximum eigenvalue of σ¯ , and γ defines the shape of the loading surface in












where σb0/σc0 is the ratio of compressive strength under biaxial loading of
concrete to initial uniaxial compressive yield stress (the default value is 1.16),
and Kc is the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian q(TM)
to that on the compressive meridian q(CM) (the default value is 2/3).
Concrete parameters
With reference to CEB-FIP (2010), concrete mechanical properties were evalu-
ated. Mean compression cube strength, i.e. fcm,cube = 60 MPa, was identified
from standard cube compression tests. The strain at the peak compression
stress εc1 = 0.0025 and at failure stress εc,lim = 0.0034 were assumed. The fol-
lowing basic properties of the model for the concrete were determined: Young
elastic modulus Ec = 36715 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2.
In accordance with Mander et al. (1988), the effect of confinement on concrete
members due to the high reinforcement ratio was taken into account. Thus, the
increasing of the peak compression strength and strain were recalculated and
resulted equal to fcc = 64.74 MPa and εcc = 0.0037, respectively. Moreover,
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the effect of reinforcement also influences the ultimate behaviour of concrete.
The specific fracture energy GF , i.e. the required energy to propagate a tensile
crack of unit area (Hillerborg et al., 1976), was adopted to calibrate parameters
for tensile behaviour of the concrete. The value of GF = 3.6715e+04 N/m was
calculated in accordance with CEB-FIP (2010).
The damage relationship for both compression and tension behaviour of the
concrete was evaluated as follows:
dc = 1− σc/fcm when εc ≥ εc1
dt = 1− σct/fctm when εc ≥ εct1
(8.11)
Finally, with reference to plasticity parameters, biaxial/uniaxial compressive
strength ratio σb0/σc0 = 1.16, ratio of the second stress invariant Kc = 2/3, and
flow potential eccentricity ε = 0.1 were assumed as suggested by ABAQUS
manual Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp. (2014a), whilst the dilation angle φ =
38◦ was iteratively calibrated. Moreover, in order to increase the convergence
of the analysis, the viscosity parameter was set equal to 0.001.
8.1.2 Description of the model
A detailed description of the subassembly specimen is provided hereinafter.
In detail, with reference to the modelling of the concrete slab, the CCB and
steel I-girders, ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 2014b) owned a
huge family of tridimensional elements. Among these, C3D8R elements were
adopted for their capability to reproduce plastic behaviour. The C3D8R element
is a linear brick element with only one integration point. This element avoids
the locking phenomena, but on the other hand its bending behaviour tends to
be less stiff. However, the C3D8R element reduced the computational time and
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it appeared suitable for a complex nonlinear analysis.
The plane support where the specimen slides was modelled with R3D4 ele-
ments. Since Teflon sheet was placed between the bottom surface of the CCB
and the plane support during experimental tests, no tangential friction was con-
sidered. Thus, only ”Hard” Contact with Penalty method was used to reproduce
contact behaviour.
Longitudinal and transversal reinforcements in the slab and in the CCB were
modelled with monodimensional wire elements, whose sections were assigned
as truss elements, as shown in Figure 8.3(b). The interaction between the con-
crete and the reinforcement was established by embedded region constraint
technique. In detail, concrete elements were considered as ”host” region, whilst
reinforcements were assumed as ”embedded” regions. Because no slip effects
between the steel and the concrete were required, this approach appeared to
be appropriate. In accordance with phases of experimental campaign, five
steps were defined for the analysis. In the first step, also called ”Initial step”,
all boundary conditions and interactions were imposed to the model. In par-
ticular, in order to reproduce the actual setup configuration (see Figure 7.2),
restraints connected the left and the right side of the model to the ground. The
influence of the deformability of steel counter cantilevers was considered by
adding nonlinear springs at the ends to the model. A trilinear approximation
of the force-displacement relationship derived by experimental data was ob-
tained for each nonlinear spring, as shown in Figure 8.5. At Translator con-
nector section elements were assigned these nonlinear springs, as depicted in
Figure 8.4(a). MPC Constraints Beam type connected the steel I-girder ends
plates to the restraints, as emphasised in Figure 8.4(b). Since the number of









Figure 8.3: (a) Mesh characterisation of the specimen, and (b) reinforcing steel




























Figure 8.4: (a) S
lated to assure the full-interaction between I-girder and concrete slab, to con-
nect together these elements Tie Constraints were adopted. On the basis of
experimental evidences, small stress levels in Nelson studs welded on the web
protrusions were reached. Thus, in order to reduce computational efforts, also
these elements were modelled with Tie Constraints.
The second step consists in the application of the prestress force to prestress-
ing bars through Bolt load command. In detail, with reference to the contact
property, for the normal behaviour between bars and concrete ”Hard” Contact
with Penalty method was set. This method improved convergence rates, en-
hanced equation solver performance and allowed a good treatment of overlap-
ping constrains (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 2014a). Moreover, the sep-
aration after contact was allowed. Lateral surfaces of prestressed bars were
chosen as Master Surface, whilst concrete elements became Slave Surface. A
Surface to surface discretization method with a small sliding formulation was
adopted. Although the latter assumed that although two bodies may undergo
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Figure 8.5: Trilinear force-displacement relationships of test setup (from(a) to (d)), and




















Figure 8.6: Model assembly of the specimen with boundary conditions, applied loads
and the imposed displacement
large motions, only a small sliding was allowed.
The Gravity was applied to the whole model in the third step. ABAQUS au-
tomatically calculated self-weight of specimen starting from material’s density
and geometrical dimensions of each element.
In order to represent non-structural elements and part of the traffic load that
encumbered on the specimen, additional loads were imposed on the top side
of the concrete slab during the fourth step.
Finally, the fifth step corresponded to the application of the imposed displace-
ment history to the specimen.
For solving nonlinear equilibrium equations, a Full Newton’s method was
chosen as numerical solution technique. In detail, a direct method with an
asymmetric scheme for the matrix storage was adopted. These choices im-
proved significantly the computational efficiency.
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∆  E = (ENum-EExp)/EExp·100 = 3.72%
(a) (b)
Figure 8.7: (a) Force-displacement comparison for the SQ3M specimen, and (b)
actual damaged condition after the monotonic test
8.2 Validation and calibration of the numerical modelling
In order to determine the accuracy of a numerical model to represent the
real word, the Model Validation and the Model Calibration assessment were
carried out (Thacker et al., 2004). Thus, these pieces of information allow to
decide whether or not the outcomes from the model matched the ones of the
experimental test.
The numerical model has two main aims. On the one hand to reproduce stress,
strain or displacement in certain specific points, usually where measurement
devices were placed. On the other hand, after the model’s ability to replicate
these points had been verified, it could provide information about all the remain-
ing part of the specimen.
In order to verify the goodness of the FE model, numerical force-displacement
curve was compared with experimental relationship. An energy error approach
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Figure 8.8: Comparison between experimental data read from strain gauges and
numerical simulation for the (a) SG9, (b) SG10, (c) SG15, and (d) SG16, respectively






where Emodel is the area under the numerical curve, whilst Eexperimental is the
area under the experimental one. The slight difference between energies em-
phasises the goodness of the modelling. Figure 8.7(a) shows the comparison
in terms of force-displacement between the model and the experimental test
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SQ3M. It can be noticed that both the initial elastic behaviour and the nonlin-
ear force-displacement of the specimen were well reproduced by the model.
Moreover, the collapse of the specimen was also well represented. In order
to continue the validation of the model, also local comparison between experi-
mental data provided by strain gauges in the specimen and strain data obtained
from numerical model was carried out, as shown in Figure 8.8. The concrete
cracking and crushing phenomena were captured from the model. In fact, in
accordance with the experimental behaviour shows in Figure 8.7(b)), the model
was able to reproduce the damage in compression and in tension of the con-
crete slab, as illustrated in Figure 8.9(a) and Figure 8.9(b), respectively.
After the validation, the model was subjected to a calibration process. Actu-
ally, only the stiffness of springs that represents steel counter cantilevers was
adjusted to the experimental behaviour. This process was needed in order to
improve the accuracy of the non-linear response of the specimen. As a result,
also significant enhancements in terms of local deformations were pinpointed
in reinforcing steel.
As illustrated in the Figure 8.10, the FE model permits to verify the condi-
tion on steel I-girders and on reinforcements, especially in points were strain
gauges sensors were not forecasted. In particular, the maximum stress in the
steel web protrusion inside the CCB was about 540 MPa, as well as for the
most stressed reinforcing steel in the concrete slab. Thus, at collapse, these
elements exhibited slight yielding phenomena. Steel stirrups for local phenom-
ena, namely those inside the CCB and near the steel web protrusion, remains
in elastic field. This highlights that the collapse of the specimen occurred for
the failure of the concrete slab-CCB interface. Moreover, the effect of the pre-
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Figure 8.10: Maximum stresses on (a) steel web protrusion, and (b) on steel
reinforcement cage
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Figure 8.11: Location of the submodel analysed in the experimental campaign and
with the FE model, and the position of the most stressed subassembly
8.3 Comments
Several considerations on the FE model can be pinpointed. First of all, the
model is able to replicate both the most important global and local behaviours
observed during the experimental test. In fact, cracking and crushing phenom-
ena in the concrete slab are well reproduced. Moreover, stress and strain
values in the longitudinal reinforcing steel at the SSC-CCB interface can be
used for the definition of the yielding damage state. In fact, stain gauges glued
on longitudinal reinforcements are placed inside the CCB, and they are able to
measure less deformation than that indeed occurs.
The model is representative of a central part of the steel-concrete bridge, as
shown in Figure 8.11. This configuration was chosen to overcome technical is-
sues of the setup, as discussed in Chapter 6. However, the most stressed part
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of the bridge subjected to a transversal loading is located at the edge of the
deck. Thus, in order to take into account for the additional axial force caused
by the eccentricity between the neutral axis and the position of the specimen,
boundary conditions in the FE model should be modified. Moreover, the neutral
axis changes position due to a progressive degradation of the resistant section.
In addition, in order to represent the full-scale composite joint, geometrical di-
mensions of the FE model have to be scaled for a scale factor S = 2 (Kumar
et al., 1997).
All these modifications could quantify the damage evolution in the SCC-CCB
connection detail. In fact, the FE model is the keystone to define damage





DAMAGE ASSESSMENT EVALUATION WITH A
PERFORMANCE-BASED FRAMEWORK
9.1 The Performance-based Earthquake Engineering methodology
Performance-based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) is a probabilistic ap-
proach that allows to improve seismic risk decision-making by means of as-
sessment and design methods that are more transparent, scientific, and infor-
mative for stakeholders than current prescriptive approaches (Deierlein et al.,
2003). This methodology represents a consistent framework in which all the
uncertainties in earthquake performance assessment are taken into account.
The main task of the PBEE framework is to relate decision variables (repair
costs, downtime, human costs, lane closures, ect.) directly to parameters that
characterised the seismic of the site (Moehle and Deierlein, 2004), as sum-
marised in Figure 9.1.
The PBEE concept was introduced for the first time in the Vision 2000 docu-
ment (SEOAC, 1995). Several developments were achieved in different fields,
such as for the rehabilitation of new and existing buildings (FEMA-302, 1996;































Figure 9.1: PBEE framework (after Moehle and Deierlein (2004); Porter (2003))
Performance-Based Seismic Engineering. This approach is essentially deter-
ministic and it is implemented in most of codes and standards.
With the intention of treating all uncertainties and randomness in both de-
mand and capacity, the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Center (PEER) devel-
oped a fully probabilistic framework for the performance-based design. How-
ever, in order to analyse the complete process, each problem needs to be par-
titioned. Thus, the PEER PBEE methodology de-aggregates the problem into
several probabilistic models by means of the total probability theorem, as indi-
cated in Equation 9.1. The mean annual frequency (MAF) of a DV exceeding a









where G(DV |DM) is a loss or performance model, predicting the complemen-
tary cumulative distribution of a DV conditioned on a DM; G(DM|EDP) is a ca-
pacity or damage model, predicting the complementary cumulative distribution
of a DM conditioned on an EDP; G(EDP|IM) is a demand model, predicting the
complementary cumulative distribution of a EDP conditioned on an IM; G(IM) is
a seismic hazard model, predicting the complementary cumulative distribution
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of a seismic hazard IM in a single earthquake event; and λ(IM) is a seismic haz-
ard model, predicting the MAF of an IM in a particular seismic hazard environ-
ment (Mackie and Stojadinovic, 2005). The methodology essentially develops
into four steps:
• ”Hazard Analysis” that characterised the seismicity of the site where the
structure is placed;
• ”Structural Analysis” provides the best estimate of the structural response
by means of a non-linear model subjected to a time-history analysis;
• ”Damage Analysis” that allows to transform response quantities derive
from model to an actual measure of the state of the damage;
• ”Loss Analysis” that relates the damage to a measure of performance.
In this section only the damage assessment will be treated. In particular, the
quantification of damage for the SCCS-CCB detail will be proposed. In order to
estimate damage as a function of structural response parameters, fragility func-
tions for various damage states will be developed. Thus, the fragility function is
the probability of exceeding a certain level of damage (DM) of a component as
a function of a certain engineering demand parameter (EDP).
9.2 Assessment of components for damage fragility functions
The data provided by the experimental campaign was used as a basis for
developing the specimen fragility function. The specimen can be considered as
a component due to the fact that the damage was concentrated in the SCCS-
CCB detail connection. In order to use these data, the identification of sig-
nificant EDPs that predict observed damage and some damage states (DSs)
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that mark the progression of damage with the increasing of loading, were of
fundamental importance. Moreover, the appropriate method of repair of the
component under a specific damage condition was reported.
9.2.1 Engineering Demand Parameters
An engineering demand parameter is a quantity that defines the earthquake
demand on a specific component. The EDP allows to efficiently predict dam-
age. The EDP is usually a geometrical or physical quantity that can be mea-
sured or calculated from experimental tests or numerical analysis. In particular,
experimental tests identify the range of EDPs and emphasise the most repre-
sentative EDPs for the component considered.
9.2.2 Damage Measures
The damage analysis has as objective the develop of a mathematical rela-
tionship between engineering demand parameters (EDPs) and damage mea-
sures (DMs). DMs are usually reported as discrete rather than continuous
quantities, defined as observations of the onset of certain damage states (Mackie
et al., 2008). Specific values of ranges of DMs that quantify damage are called
damage states (DSs). The DS has a strong correlation with demand and, in
particular, with repair methods to restore the initial undamaged condition be-
fore any earthquake phenomena. In order to define the damage model, sev-
eral sources can be taken into account. In particular, damage measures can
be calculated by means of:
• experimental tests on structural components, subassembly specimens,
and full-scale tests associate to the applied level demand. In this case,
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the damage model is called ”Capacity Model” or Experimental Damage
Model;
• resistances of components provided by standard documents;
• finite element reliability analysis. In this case, the procedure is called
”Analytical Damage Model”.
Several examples can be found in literature. With reference to the first source,
Berry and Eberhard (2007) developed empirical equations to evaluate different
deformation in concrete columns. On the basis of the experimental UW-PEER
reinforced concrete column performance database, concrete cover spalling,
bar buckling, and bar fracture damage estimation equations were defined. With
regards to the finite element reliability analysis, Mackie and Stojadinovic (2005)
developed DM-EDP fragility curves for circular reinforced concrete columns.
Peak strength, drift ratio, and hysteretic energy at bar buckling, drift ratio, and
hysteretic energy at spalling were defined as damage limit states. Although an-
alytical method introduces model and statistical errors, this approach allows to
estimate damage without predictive equations, usually based on experimental
database.
9.2.2.1 Definition of damage states
With reference to the experimental campaign, observations and data pro-
vided by installed devices on the specimen allowed to correlate specific dam-
age to a certain measurable quantity. Owing to the geometrical configuration of
the component, cracks can be concentrated around the SCCS-CCB interface,
and they mainly propagate on the concrete slab rather that on the CCB. Thus,
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the CCB remained in elastic field during the entire test. This situation occurred
for both monotonic and cyclic tests, and for all the CCB detail connections pro-
posed. Moreover, also the steel I-girders are in the elastic behaviour.
The discrete damage states observed during tests are reported herein:
• Light Cracking (DS1). This damage state is reached when the first crack
of width of 0.2 mm appears on the concrete slab (CEN, 2005a), as illus-
trated in Figure 9.2(a). In this situation, the corresponding repair action
consists in cleaning the area where damage occurred, and a subsequent
application of methacrylate resin in the cracked area. This resin hardens
with a curing time between 0.5 to 1 hour in 0 to 35◦C conditions, and it
posses good adhesive properties because of its excellent wettability and
impregnating ability in cement concrete. The aim of the repair action is to
improve the barrier against water infiltration into the slab.
(a) (b)
Figure 9.2: Visual damage observations corresponding to (a) DS1, and (b) DS2,
respectively
• Significant Cracking (DS2). This damage state is reached when when
the first crack with a width of 0.4 mm appears on the concrete slab (CEN,
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2005a), as shown in Figure 9.2(b). The repair action for this situation
consists in cleaning the area where damage occurred, and subsequent
epoxy resin injections into the cracks. The epoxy resins have low viscos-
ity and excellent workability. Moreover, it is suitable for civil engineering
repair application due to its good mechanical strength. The aim of the
repair action is to partially restore the undamaged condition of the com-
ponent in terms of strength and stiffness.
• Yielding of rebars (DS3). This damage state is reached when yield-
ing phenomenon occurs on the top and/or bottom longitudinal reinforc-
ing steel in the concrete slab. Spalling phenomena are observed near
the SCCS-CCB interface in the compression zone, as depicted in Fig-
ure 9.3(a). The repair action for this damage state consists in the removal
of the spalling concrete, and new concrete material must be placed with
epoxy-embedded downel bars, in order to assure the bond between the
new and the existing concrete. Moreover, the area where reinforcing steel
yields could be removed, and a mechanical connection between new bars
and existing reinforcements have to be provided.
• Failure of the component (DS4). This damage state is reached when
concrete crushing occurs on the top of the concrete slab, as shown in Fig-
ure 9.3(b). This phenomenon is associated with a sudden loss of strength
and stiffness of the component, and thus the loss of the lateral and grav-
ity load capacity. Buckling of longitudinal reinforcements is clearly visible
after removing of the crushed concrete. Cracks width in tension zone
became large (more than mm 4 mm). In this situation, the repair action
consists in removing concrete using jack-hammering and reinforcing steel
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.3: Visual damage observations corresponding to (a) DS3, and (b) DS4,
respectively
damaged, providing a mechanical connection between new bars and ex-
isting reinforcements. Moreover, damaged concrete has to be replaced
where crushed and epoxy resin is injected in the cracked area. However,
this damage state is rarely achieved.
Table 9.1 summarises the unit cost related to the proposed repair actions.
Repair costs are assumed as mean values.
9.3 Damage Estimation and Evaluation of Fragility Curves
In order to take into account for the uncertainty of the evaluation of the dam-
age, the fragility function allows to estimate the level of damage of the speci-
men due to some EPDs. In detail, fragility functions provide the probability of
exceeding a particular damage state, DS, conditioned on a certain EDP.
The lognormal distribution is appropriate in order to describe the damage. The
parameters of the lognormal distribution could be estimated given a sample of
the data set, namely the EDP data set. However, the median and the standard
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Table 9.1: Component repair methods and items
Damage State Description Repair Item Unit Computation Unit Cost
DS1 Cracking in the slab (0.2 mm) Clean deck for methacrylate (m2) mean damage length x deck width 4 e
Furnish methacrylate (lt) mean damage length 20 e
Apply methacrylate (m2) mean damage length x deck width 205 e
DS2 Cracking in the slab (0.4 mm) Clean deck for Epoxy (m2) mean damage length x deck width 4 e
Epoxy inject cracks (m) mean damage length 620 e
DS3 Yielding of the rebar in the slab Bridge removal, portion (m3) mean damage deck volume 169 e
Structural concrete, bridge (m3) mean damage deck volume 191 e
Bar reinforcing steel, bridge (kg) mean damage deck volume x rebar ratio 1.49 e
Clean deck for Epoxy (m2) mean damage length x deck width 4 e
Epoxy inject cracks (m) mean damage length 620 e
DS4 Failure of the component Bridge removal, portion (m3) mean damage deck volume 169 e
Structural concrete, bridge (m3) mean damage deck volume 191 e
Bar reinforcing steel, bridge (kg) mean damage deck volume x rebar ratio 1.49 e
Clean deck for Epoxy (m2) mean damage length x deck width 4 e
Epoxy inject cracks (m) mean damage length 620 e
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deviation of the population are estimated by means of the sample data. Thus,
this assumption entails additional source of errors that become larger when
a small sample data is available. In this respect, by means of the Method of
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) it is possible to provide the estima-
tion of the probability density function (PDF) parameters. Suppose Y1, ..., Yn
are statistically independent random variables with a distribution governed by
f (Yi |θ), where n represents the sample size. The likelihood function, as in-
dicated in Equation 9.2, is the joint probability of observing the data values
Y1 = y1, ..., Yn = yn when viewed as a function of the parameter θ, i.e. an




f (yi |θ) (9.2)
The best model is the one that maximizes the likelihood function L (θ). In order
to work with sum and not with product, the natural logarithm of the L (θ) is used.
The solution of the Equation 9.3 provides the required model parameters.
d
dθ ln Ln(θ) = 0 (9.3)
In order to verify that the cumulative distribution function could be assumed
as longnormally distributed, the Lilliefors goodness-of-fit test was used. In this
case, the Lilliefors test is more appropriate than the Kolmogorov-Smirov Test
(KS) given that the parameters of the hypothesised distribution are not known
and must be estimated. The null and alternative hypotheses are therefore:
• H0: the statistical population is described by the hypothesised theoretical
cumulative distribution P(x);
• H1: the statistical population is not described by the hypothesised theo-
retical cumulative distribution P(x).
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For a sample of n data, the Lilliefors test statistic is the random variable (RV):
D∗n = sup
x∈R
|P(x) − Pe,n(x)| (9.4)
where Pe,n(x) is the empirical cumulative frequency distribution. The null hy-
pothesis H0 is rejected if the value of the D∗n is sufficiently large.
9.3.1 Damage estimation from experimental tests and numerical sim-
ulations
Figure 9.4 shows the force-displacement relationship for tests conducted
in the experimental campaign. In each plot four DS corresponding to afore-
mentioned specific limit states are represented. The first and the second DS
were obtained from data provided by linear potentiometer LVDT placed on the
SCCS-CCB interface. Yield deformation on the most stressed longitudinal rein-
forcement in the subassembly was provided by numerical simulations obtained
from the FE model. This configuration denoted the third DS. Finally, with the
exception of the SQ3C test, the DS4 was reached an instant before achieving
the failure of the specimen, thus when significant damage could be already ob-
served.
9.3.2 Fragility functions
For this study, three representative EDPs were monitored: two global pa-
rameters, i.e. the relative traversal displacement d and the hysteretic energy
HE dissipated by the specimen, and an intermediate parameter, i.e. the deck
out-of-plane curvature φ. For each damage state were reached the correspond-
ing values. These data, in addition to the numerical simulations results, repre-
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Figure 9.4: Identification of damage states for (a) SQ1M, (b) SQ1C, (c) SQ2M, (d)
SQ2C, (e) SQ1M, and (f) SQ1C experimental tests, respectively
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sent the sample data. In order to estimate median and standard deviation of
the lognormal PDF, the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method was adopted.
The statistical parameters estimated for representative EDPs, such as relative
transversal drift (EDP1), deck curvature (EDP2) and hysteretic energy (EDP3)
are summarised in Table 9.2, Table 9.3, and Table 9.4, respectively.
Table 9.2: Statistical parameters estimated for EDP1 for the damage states
Damage State Description EDP1 (mm) σln EDP1
DS1 Cracking in the slab (0.2 mm) 2.62 0.47
DS2 Cracking in the slab (0.4 mm) 4.49 0.45
DS3 Yielding of the rebar in the slab 14.66 0.07
DS4 Failure of the component 39.03 0.05
Table 9.3: Statistical parameters estimated for EDP2 for the damage states
Damage State Description EDP2 (1/mm) σln EDP2
DS1 Cracking in the slab (0.2 mm) 9.14e-07 0.12
DS2 Cracking in the slab (0.4 mm) 1.82e-06 0.10
DS3 Yielding of the rebar in the slab 4.87e-06 0.18
DS4 Failure of the component 1.02e-05 0.75
The lognormal cumulative distribution function was obtained on the basis of the
following expression:






where P(DS ≥ dsi |EDP = edp) is the probability of exceeding damage state i,
EDP is the median value of the EDP data set, σln EDP is the natural logarithm
of the EDP data set, and Φ is the cumulative standard normal distribution.
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Figure 9.5: Fragility functions and probability of being at each damage state for the
SCCS-CCB connection detail for the EDP1 = d
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EDP2 (1/mm) ×10-7



































































































































Figure 9.6: Fragility functions and probability of being at each damage state for the
SCCS-CCB connection detail for the EDP2 = φ
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Figure 9.7: Fragility functions and probability of being at each damage state for the
SCCS-CCB connection detail for the EDP3 = HE
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Table 9.4: Statistical parameters estimated for EDP3 for the damage states
Damage State Description EDP3 (kJ) σln EDP3
DS1 Cracking in the slab (0.2 mm) 0.09 0.40
DS2 Cracking in the slab (0.4 mm) 0.27 0.46
DS3 Yielding of the rebar in the slab 4.59 0.01
DS4 Failure of the component 22.60 0.04
Fragility functions developed for the SCCS-CCB connection detail can be used
to estimate the probability that the joint is at a certain damage state when it
is subjected to a specific level of the EDP (Aslani and Miranda, 2005). This
probability can be computed as follows:
P(DS = dsi |EDP = edp) =


1 − P(DS ≥ dsi+1|EDP = edp) i = 0
P(DS ≥ dsi |EDP = edp)− P(DS ≥ dsi+1|EDP = edp) 1 ≤ i ≤ m
P(DS < dsi |EDP = edp) i = m
(9.6)
where i = 0 corresponds to the state of no damage in the component, P(DS ≥
dsi |EDP = edp) is the fragility function for the ith damage state in the com-
ponent, and m = 4 is the number of damage states defines previously. In
order to estimate the probability by means of Equation 9.6, fragility curves for
all damage states and for each EDP were calculated. From Figure 9.5(a) to
Figure 9.5(d) show the fragility curves for each damage state, Figure 9.5(e)
illustrates all fragility curves together, and Figure 9.5(f) depicts the probability
of being at each damage state for the relative transversal displacement EDP1.
For instance, for transversal displacement of 5 mm, the probability that the DS1
is reached is equal to 32%, whilst a probability of 60% to be in the DS2. Thus,
the probability that the component does not show any damage is equal to one
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minus the two calculated probabilities, i.e. 8%. The same line of reasoning can
be maintained for the other EDPs, i.e. EDP2 = φ and EDP3 = HE, as shown in
Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.7, respectively.
This study is essentially related to the identification of damage states of the
proposed joint. Instead, with reference to the full-scale bridge, the deformation
at the deck level reached at maximum the tensile resistance of the concrete
under strong earthquakes (1.9g) (Fassin et al., 2015). For this configuration,
the damage level of the component was under the DS1 threshold, and thus no
damage occurred. The probability of damage of this component was negligible
in comparison with other components of bridge, such as piles.
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CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
10.1 Summary
Nowadays, infrastructures are of strategical importance for allowing com-
munication between countries. Owing to its usefulness, the design and the
maintenance of bridges, streets and tunnels, which represent the network, be-
come a fundamental issue.
In order to investigate the behaviour of infrastructures under different loads,
such as gravity, seismic phenomena, thermal differences, and so on, appears
essential a comprehensive experimental campaign on scaled and full-scale
specimens. In particular, in order to guarantee the safety of citizens, the seis-
mic response of infrastructures under an earthquake requires a careful evalua-
tion of the level of damage of structural elements.
In this thesis, typical case studies are considered, such as a concrete tunnel
lining and a composite steel-concrete bridge.
In the first part of the thesis, a typical concrete tunnel lining is analysed.
In order to investigate the inelastic behaviour of a concrete circular tunnel, sev-
eral tests were performed. In greater detail, the best Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
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package configuration was obtained by means of monotonic and cyclic tests on
substructures. Based on these results, the resulting suitable configuration in a
full-scale tunnel test was used to measure deformations with high accuracy.
Cyclic test on the full-scale tunnel provided data on the damage of reinforcing
concrete and the developing of plastic hinges. With the aim of providing infor-
mation on the structural safety of a tunnel after an earthquake, a damage index
was calculated. In this respect, a nonlinear fiber F.E. model in the OpenSEES
environmental was developed. This model calculated the stress in terms of
bending moment in concrete sections with the use of experimental curvatures
measured by FBGs system. Finally, the damage evolution in the concrete tun-
nel was reported and commented.
In the second part of this thesis, a composite steel-concrete short-medium
span bridge is treated. The innovation was the application of the PEER Performance-
Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) to this type of bridge. Moreover, the
use of the Hot-rolled (HRS) steel to manufacture I-girder beams has become
an innovation in civil infrastructures in Europe, as much as the use of transver-
sal concrete cross-beams (CCBs) to connect spans. With reference to the haz-
ard selected, a suitable case study was chosen. With the aim of understanding
the most critical and stressed parts of the case study, preliminary elastic shell
and stick models were developed. After the identification of interesting parts,
half-scale subassembly specimens were designed and built. Several quasi-
static tests, both monotonic and cyclic, were carried out with the objective of
exploring global and local mechanisms in the section owing to low-cycle fatigue
phenomena. To detect damage in the connection detail, a refined F.E. model in
ABAQUS was developed. Fragility curve parameters of the damage’s interest
quantities were obtained by fitting experimental and numerical data by means
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of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method. The results and the numerical
model could be ready for the application of the Performance-Based Earthquake
Engineering tool, in which decision variables, such as repair costs, downtime,
human life loss and lane closures, were taken into consideration in order to
increase the confidence in the design for both engineer and owner’s viewpoint.
10.2 Conclusions
The main conclusions of this thesis are summarised herein.
With reference to the first part of the thesis, the maximum stress on the con-
crete section of a benchmark tunnel lining due to gravity and seismic loads is
computed. In order to investigate the capability of FBG sensors for monitoring
the inelastic response of a new circular tunnel lining subjected to seismic load-
ing, an experimental campaign based on substructure and full-scale tests was
carried out. Several fiber package solutions were tested, such as bonded and
unbonded in concrete; internal (embedded) and external sensors. First of all,
both embedded and external unbonded solutions for fiber sensors, classified as
long-gauge sensors, were able to perform with reliably deformations in the in-
elastic range at strains higher than 1%. This value was believed to be adequate
to estimate deformation demands of ductile concrete sections in moderate/high
seismic areas. Such strains occurred both in substructure tests and in the full-
scale test. Second, with reference to the demand moment-curvature diagram, it
can be observed that nonlinearities were well detected by fiber measurements.
The plastic hinge length estimated by means of Standards expressions was
in a range between 165 and 480 mm. In those places, where high nonlinear
behaviours owing to seismic loading were expected, i.e. over the maximum
expected spacing of cracks and within the expected plastic hinge length, a cir-
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cumferential unbonded fiber package with 3 sensors in a row was suited to
structure monitoring. In fact, the FBGs system mounted in the full-scale test
showed a maximum strain value of about 1.2% at sections of the tunnel where
plastic hinges formed. Moreover, embedded fibers acquired data that were
less perturbed than those provided by external fibers located at section without
plastic hinges. Due to simple application during both the construction process
and also for replacement during the service life of the infrastructure, an external
solution for the fiber package could be preferable. The data obtained from the
experimental campaign have been used to calibrate a nonlinear fiber FE model
in OpenSEES. That model allows to calculate the corresponding bending mo-
ment on sections, and thus to predict damage evolution in the concrete tunnel
lining. Finally, two threshold values of damage index corresponding to the nor-
malised curvature where plastic hinges develop and where plastic hinges fail
were provided and equal to 0.14 and 0.81, respectively.
With reference to the second part of the thesis, the seismic behaviour of
new joints type for a steel-concrete composite bridge is analysed. An inno-
vative solution for steel-concrete composite section (SCCS) bridges with hot-
rolled sections (HRSs) has been the conception of the concrete cross-beam
(CCB). In particular, a design procedure was proposed and developed step-
by-step for each SCCS-CCB detail solution considered. In order to investigate
the out-of-plane transversal behaviour, an experimental campaign on half-scale
subassemby specimens was carried out. In particular, damage observations
were reported during both monotonic and cyclic tests. All tests clearly showed
that specimen failure was mainly governed by the concrete slab more than
the connections between the I-girder steel beams and the CCB. Because the
design was governed by static loading, the CCB suffered limited damage un-
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der seismic loading. Therefore, the connection details under study did not
influence the seismic response of the bridge subassembly under transversal
loadings. However, Nelson studs welded on the web protrusion in the innova-
tive solution called DOMI1 and DOMI2 suffered considerable less stress than
those placed in the classical solution based on DIN FB 104 (2009). Moreover,
with the aim to verify the residual gravity load capacity, a monotonic vertical
test on a damaged specimen was carried out. Favourable behaviour was ob-
served for both serviceability and ultimate limit states. A 3D refined nonlinear
model developed in ABAQUS, calibrated on experimental data, provided addi-
tional information on the actual state of damage of the detail, and essentially
confirms that local damages were concentrated on the SCCS-CCB interface.
In order to estimate the damage evolution for the proposed DOMI2 joint solu-
tion, fragility functions were calculated from data provided by experimental tests
and numerical simulations. The fragility function represents the probability of
exceeding a damage limit state for a given engineering demand parameter. In
particular, under the assumption that the probability distribution function was
lognormal, probability distribution parameters estimation was carried out with
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method, and the lognormally hypothesis
was verified by means of the Lilliefors test with a significance level of 5%. The
probability that the connection detail was at a certain damage state when it
was subjected to a specific level of the EDP was provided for each EDP con-
sidered. This study is essentially related to the identification of damage states
of the proposed joint. The maximum deformation read in the full-scale bridge
under a strong seismic loading (1.9g) at the deck level was closed to the ten-
sile resistance of the concrete. Hence, the CCB connection detail did not even




For the part relative to the concrete tunnel lining, a refined 3D model of the
tunnel will be developed in an ABAQUS environment. In this way, it should
be possible to calculate the damage of concrete sections, and thus developed
fragility functions for the tunnel component.
For the part relative to the steel-concrete bridge, future perspectives should
be addressed to apply the entire PBEE method at the benchmark bridge. How-
ever, first of all it appears to be more important to increase the capability of the
FE model to predict damage. The cyclic behaviour of the 3D joint model will be
validated and calibrated. These analysis could provide additional information
about the evolution of the damage in the CCB detail. Moreover, the longitudi-
nal behaviour of the CCB joint detail will be investigated. In this view, the effect
of Nelson studs inside the CCB become important to the actual behaviour of
the joint, and thus they will be explicitly modelled. The data derived from the
experimental campaign conducted at the University of Roma Tre will be used
to validate and to calibrate the 3D FE model also in the longitudinal direction.
Fragility curves of the CCB joint will be generated in order to take into account
also the damage evolution due to longitudinal seismic loading. The FE model
will be used in other case studies to evaluate the damage, where different sup-
port conditions of the deck as well as different spans length could influence the
response of the CCB joint, and, thus, reached significant level of damage.
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